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NEW MEXICO STATE
SUBSCRIPTION

$1.50

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ROBERT P. ERVIEN

GOVERNMENT ESTIMATES
INDICATE GOOD YIELDS
OF NEW MEXICO CROPS

ATTY. GENERAL' DECLINES
TO INTERPRET "DRY" LAW
SAYS ITS PLAIN ENOUGH

FRIDAY OCTOBER 18,

1918

HATCH GETS A DEPOT
MESILLA PARK A STOCK
CHUTE CATTLE PENS

mm

STATE LAND COMMIS-

CORD
NUMBER 211
RESOLUTIONS
ADOPTED BY STATE LABOR
FEDERATION LAST SUNDAY

TAX VALUATIONS OF

CORN The production of corn in
October 16, 1918.
The state corporation commission
Twenty-fiv- e
resolutions
recomPRIVATE CAR COS.
New Mexico is estimated at 4,042,000 Mr. W. M. Peticolas.
V'IMi'cXl announces that
in reply to an appeal mended by retiring president H. B.
bushels, or an increase over last year General Solicitor E. P. & S. W. Rv.
&
F.
A.
S.
the
T.
railway has checked Karr were adopted by the state fed642.000 bushels.
F.I Paso, Texas.
in an agent at Hatch and established eration of labor at their sixth annual
SIONER DIED MONDAY ofThe
United States will produce Dear Sir:
DOUBLED BY COMM.
a depot there. On suggestion of F. convention which was held at AlbuI am in receipt of your letter of
less
440.000,000 bushels
E. Lester and on recommendation of querque Saturday and Sunday.
practically
than was produced last year, due the I4th instant asking for a consC. H. Bristol, general superintendent
The state educational association
truction of the recent Prohibition
chiefly to drought in corn belt.
of the Santa Fe railway, a small yard and "all other classes of labor that
WHEAT
New Mexico produced Amendment, which is now in force
HEW MEXICO'S MOST POPUami chute for loading and unloading are not already affiliated" will be PULLMAN
IS THE LARGEST
1,896,000
bushels of spring wheat, in this state, with reference to the
stock has been completed at Mesilla asked to join the federation.
LAR PUBLIC OFFICIAL SUC- making a total production
of all importation of liquors into the state
Park. A claim of $2.20 on alleged
School improvements, including a
OTHER COMPANIES
PATER,
wheat of 3,656,000 bushels for the by common carriers:.
damage to shipment of watermelons minimum salary ot
yearly for
CUMBED TO PNEUMONIA State, or an increase of about
d
The only restriction upon the imASSESSED FOR AMOUNTS
belonging to the Bernalillo Mercan- teachers, free text books, comoulsorv
over last year's production.
tile company has been allowed by the continuation schools, trade and indus
portation of liquor into the state is
WHICH RESULTED FROM
VARYING FROM SIX FIGThe United States produced
in the following language : "and no
Wells Fargo & Co. express.
trial schools formed a maior portion
bushels in 1918, or 266,970.000 person, association or corporation
INFLUENZA
of the resolutions.
URES
TO SMALL AMOUNTS
bushels more than was produced last shall import into this state any nf
Better workmens
SENATOR TULLY AND NEIGH
compensation
such
or
year.
liquors
beverages for sale,
BORS FORM WATER COMPANY laws, with a higher liability for death
OATS The United States produced barter or gift," The language of the
of workmen are urged.
State Land Commissioner Robert 534.387,000
John .Kicins, Statistician and Field
which
is
constitution!
is
so
bushels,
The new officers elected include
and
quoted
plain
Articles of incorporation have been
died shortly at'ter 9
P. Ervien
for the State Tav Commission
less than last year.
free from ambiguity that I shall re
filed by the Ruidoso Water Users Ed. D. Torrey of Albuquerque, presi- Agent
o'clock Monday evening of double bushels
is
stated to be the probNew Mexico produced
1,260,0110 frain from any comment or attempt
Association with office at Glencoc. dent; George Davis, Albuquerque, D. ableunofficially
pneumonia at his home on Monte- bushels, or 90,000 bushels less than at construction.
selcrtion
of the Commissioner;
Lincoln county, and J V. Tully as J. Bible. Dcming. VV. F. Walker, Gal- to succeed
Any attempt at
zuma avenue, near the capitol. lie last
Secretary
construction of language as plain a
Rupert F.
rind
year
E.
T.
Seliwak
lup
vice
Clovis.
of
is
The
was taken ill last Wednesday with
statutory agent.
company
who has taken ti hi, work
LARLEV-Ne- w
Mexico produced this, would not shed any light upon
Votavv.
J.
$3000
influenza.
The
j.
divided
disease
at
presidents;
into
one
secretarycapitalized
rapidSpanish
as Director of the New Mexico
mis year, or as,ijui) tne subject.
dollar shares and is formed to deal! tr'a"r'"r Auditors: I.. H. Hanson.
ly took a turn for the worse and bushels nusneis
Association. It is probable the
increase over last year.
You make further inquiry a. to tin
in real estate, personal property and H. E. Rogers, and W. S. Patterson.!
Sunday his removal to a sanatorium
postponed Oc'ober niving of thPOTATOES New Mexico will pro - liability of a common carrier to im
water rights, to onerate reservoirs.
was recommended by the attending
Commit ion will be held on the 28th
9r4.6l0 bushels, or 321,000 bushels port liquor into this state in tli
dams, pitches, canals and other ir - PROGRESS OF VOCATIONAL
However, he sank so duce
JONATHAN H. WACNER
physicians.
for the
of hearing nrotests.
less
than
last
of
the
of
act
year,
referred
light
Congress
works
EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO which purpose
and to provide water
rigation
rapidly that it was deemed inad
in'so in connecion with
tie united states will produce to and quoted by you. The consHe
Jonathan H. Wagner who
for the lands of its members for ir- visable to make the change.
the assessment of private car mm.
391.033.000 bushels, or 51,503,000 bushels truction of this statute is a matter elected to the
important office of- rigation. The stock owners are all With a realization hastened
lapsed into unconsciousness Monday less than was
which addresses itself solely to the state superintendent
war Piln''s operating in New Mexico.
last
by
year.
produced
misof
of
Glencoe
70
V.
and
are
J.
and
public
that
away
passed
night,
Tully,
morning
conditions of the necessity for voca- - lireu such protesl ; are now or file
SWEET POTATOES New Mexico Federal authorities and the Federal trurtiou iwo years ago, nas
at
with his wife and daughter-in-laagain shares ; f rank B. Loc, 125; E. P. tional
A gain in the assessment of ear
many school officials
his bedside. Ervien was one of the most producedis 272.000 bushels this year, courtsi Any attempt at construction been presented by the republican. Gonzales, 50; Prospero Gonsales, 60; are education,information
about vo- companies in the state is shown in
which
an increase over last year of this act of Congress by this of- party, lor mat
requesting
u. K. Lucas and son, 1JO; J. l Poole,
position.
important
popular of men at the capitol and the of 36,000 bushels.
this
fice would not serve any useful puryear's total of $3,005,470. as
No greater recommendation could 50; D. Nelson Bonne!!, 4C; Roman cational courses that may be offerentire city mourn his untimely
fl.439.S17 for last year. Last
ed in the schools of this state. This
PASTURE The range condition pose, and, besides, might confuse and be oliered
on behalf of any man in Baragan, 90; Harold P. Clark, 16;
death.
issue
of
the
72
Educational
Bulletin year 59 car rnmpanie- - were assessed
October 1, was
cent of normal, complicate the situation.
per
disoi
tnat
line
than
endeavor
any
He wn a Pennsylvania by birth.
publishes this brief article to give a and in this
For the reasons stated I decline to played at the convention by his coto 85 per cent September
companies
bat was a resident of New Mexico compared
few general conditions governing the arc represented
I, 1918. and 70 per cent October 1, express any views upon this phase workers in the cause of education. DUCK AND DEER SEASON
OPENED OCTOBER IS establishment and maintenance
for more than a quarter of a century. 1917. The lack of rainfall in Sep- o fthe subject.
voof
The
hasit
of
assessment arrived
He was placed in nomination by a
It was at Ogontz, Pa., near Philadel- tember caused a drop of 13 per cent
cational education under the terms at by the Commission is to tax the
Yours very trulv,
county superintendent of schools
On Tuesday October 15 the open of the
phia, that he saw the light of day in range conditions.
atNo
Act.
value
of
HARRY L. PATTON,
the
nomination
and the
rolling stock rather than
was seconded by season on deer and ducks
on December 8, 1866, being therefore
began in tempt is made to give any amount the revenues derived, bv
BEANS The production of beans
General. five other county superintendents New
the
Attorney
A
Mexico.
was
is
He
hunter
allowed
in his
to
year.
of detail which may be obtained by mileage traversed within, taking
for 1918 in New Mexico is 667.000
the State
most all of whom Sought to be on kill one buck each
and
the ton of John A. and Margaret bushels, or about the same as last STOP DESTRUCTION BEFORE
the
EduState
year,
twenty writing
tn proportion to the total
department of
of
their several delegations and came to ducks in a day's shoot.
He attended the
cation for a copy of the state plans. operation by each company,mileage
(Myers) Ervien
Union County
and usyear's production.
WHINING
FOR
PEACE the convention for the express purThe deer season runs one month.
1912
public schools of Montgomery coun- will produce 300,000 bushels, or nearThe
in
State
first
this
fraction
Legislature
ing
of its total rolling
pose of forwarding the interests of Duck hunting continues to January
ty, Pennsylvania; the Friends censtock value, the result was obtained.
Mora County.
half the
passed a hill providing for the appointBurning cities and towns in France education in New Mexico by retain 31.
tral school at Philadelphia and gra- ly Colfax crop;
a
of
ment
State
of
Director
Industrial
83,000; and Tor- and
County
The
Pullman Company is assessed
Lake Burford formerly Stiking Education by the State SuperintendBelgium by the retreating Ger- ing at its head the man who has
duated from Swarthmore college in rance County 67,000. These four
on $1,063,797. and other companies,
made a signal success in his general Lake has been
1888.
Before coming to Clayton, counties will
opened for one month ent and made an appropriation for as follows : The Armour
83 per cent of mans! without a shadow of military
produce
most
lirection
of
that
Carlines.
important each year beginning October 9, in- the salary of the Director,
Union county, in 1890, he was drafts-- . the total
necessity does not entitle the enetogether $35,432; Fruit Growers' Express of
crop of the State.
my's peace proposals to serious con- branch of the state's duty to the ris- stead of being closed for a breeding with traveling and office expenses.
man with the Philadelphia and ReadThe United States will produce
two
the
Chicago,
$57,587;
itsideration.
ing generation during
past
Pensylvania Tank
Nor will it reconcile
place as was recommended to the All rulings covering this type of edu- Car
ing Railway company. At Clayton
bushels, or 2,835,000 bushels self with the kaiser's
Company, $44,649: Pacific Fruit
interior department, by the New cation were left in the hands of the
he was in the general merchandise more than
plan of a peace years.
year.
lat
Express
$504,640; Santa
Company,
of
The
work
armistice
the
schools
of
check
our
Mexico game protective association. State Board of Education.
to
public
business from 1890 to 1903, manager
advancing
It was Fe Refrigator Dispatch.
APPLES New Mexico produced
$773,091 ;
armies and protect Germany s own New Mexico has been so extended
of the Clayton electric high plant, 971.000 bushels, of which 371.000
the purpose and intention Union
evidently
boxes
Tank Line. $101,961; Wells
cities and towns. Instead of a truce and the progress so rapidly increased BOARD APPOINTMENT MADE
1903 to 1911 ; assessor Union Coun
of this law to establish vocational Fargo
were commercial apples. Last year to
Express, $120,109.
the nations to discuss during his short term that there is
ANOTHER VACANCY EXISTS education but no appropriation was
ty, 1901 to. 1903; member territorial the commercial
was termspermit
of peace, it, would be proper no basis of comparison.
board of equalization, 1903 to 1907, 52S.OOO bushels. apple production
made for state aid to schools offer
for the kaiser's armies to stop their
The average length of the common
and was appointed territorial comGovernor Lindsey this week ap- ing courses in vocational education second year and then increases every
The United States produced 198.
ruthless destruction of property school term has been increased from pointed Julius H. Gerdes a member
missioner of public lands in 1907, suc- 398.000 bushels, of which
and in reality the secondary schools year until 1926-2when the Federal
were make
there
a complete surrender and show 7.4 months to 8.3 months.
of the capitol custodian board, which merely continued their practical arts fund reaches the sum of over
ceeding A. A. Keen. He was elected 24,400,000 barrels of commercial ap
are
conduct
their
that
wi
in 1911 as the first state land comby
they
in
manual
or
courses
the
The
house
number
of
school
state
and
supervises
of
prevorational
1,881,000 bar
public
pupils
pies, or an increase
inij. for the sake of real peace, to ac has increased from
missioner and formulated the admin rels
Marcclino Garcia has re- training, domestic science and agri75,204 in 1916 to grounds.
When the state plans for I917-1over last rear.
what the Allies will give them 77,062 in 1917 and to 79,481 in 1918. signed. A further vacancy in this culture.
istrative policies which made his ad
Since there, was no state were approved and active
SUGAR BEETS 6,458,000 tons of cept
Government
promotionBond
Bulletin.
such
the
a
success
for
ministration
The number of teacher has in- hoard exists through the death of aid to offer, no standards could be al work was started for putting over
sugar beets are estimated for this
commonwealth.
Robert P. Ervien, its chairman.
set or definite requirements made. vocational education,, the
in the United States, which is
creased
to
3,158.
year
Ervien (eaves a wife and two stal- 478.000 tons more than last year's FEDERAL COURT ADJOURNS
The director could only encourage schools had already started secondary
The number of
the
grade grawart sons, Howell G., who is in Com production.
UNTIL "THE "FLU" SUBSIDES duates has increasedeighth
the work and assist teachers in plan- work and it was difficult to year's
from about 1,100 WALTON TALKS POLITICS
adjust
courses.
and
pany B, 143rd machine sun battery COTTON- -1 1.818.000 bales of cotton
the
improving
in operation which
to 1,635, not counting! those in the OTHER DEMOCRATS CAMPAIGN ning
programs
of the Fortieth division in France, are estimated, compared to a proThe grand jury of the federal court seven
Then in February 1917, Congress were not already
cities and towns.
meet
to
planned
incorporated
add John, who is timber inspector on duction of 1 1 ,302.375 last year.
act grantbrought its deliberations to an ah
Congressman WiHiam B.' Walton passed the
There has been developed an aderequirements.
Therefore, it
the Zuni forest. Mr. Ervien! was
R. F. HARE,
rupt conclusion Friday when Judge quate system of vocational educa- democratic candidate for the senate ing Federal aid to the States for voca- was impossible to distribute all of
a Mason and past presiding officer
Field Agent. Neblctt directed them to report on tion, which means the development addressed a county convention at tional education. It was necessary the funds apportioned to this state
of all three Masonic bodies at Clayall the business completed and cease of the resources of New Mexico in Clayton on political subjects. E. E for each State Legislature to accept for the
past year. But the stat
their labors until called together agriculture and industry. In four of Veeder
ton, a Knight of Pythias and an Elk. ONE MORE PARDON ISSUED
and Juan J. Duran democratic the benefits of the Federal Act and hoard is confident that it will b
The funeral was held in the front
the
influenza
court
the
after
the
make
for
to
matching
provision
able to utilize all of the funds availagain by
the high schools, there has been es- candidates for lieutenant governor
AND 14 COMPLETE TERMS epidemic
has subsided.
yard of the residence Thursday
tablished vocational agricultural de and secretary of state respectively federal funds dollar for dollar from able as reimbursement
to schools
afternoon and was very largely atIn
local
funds
both.
or
or
state
May
They reported 59 indictments and partments.
Six high school have have been making speeches while on
during the coming year, ft is hoped
Governor Lindsey this week issued 4J cases in which no bill were found. established vocational
E.
tended by residents of the Capital
Lind1917,
Governor
an
Washington
auto
tour.
the
that
next state legislature
home making
and a great many others who journ- a pardon to Eduardo Trujillo, sen- This represented about half the departments.
sey issued a call for an Extraordin- will increase the annual appropriaThree general induseyed here from various parts of the tenced from Torrance County In? a business before the jury.
ary Session of the Legislature for tion and make it double the amount
all day schools have been auth- FALL MAY NOT CAMPAIGN
trial
state to pay their last respects to term of from twenty five to fifty
FOR ELECTION TO SENATE the purpose of passing certain war of the federal fund.
In twelve mining camps,
orized.
their personal friend and efficient years in the State Penitentiary. The PROPOSAL TO CURTAIL TRAIN
measures. Governor Lindsey had the What
part time and evening classes have
requirements must be mat ta
and honorable public official a pro- trial judge of he District Court re
SERVICE CAUSE PROTEST been established for the men emFollowing the death of his son vision and foresight to realize that
obtain Federal and State Aid.
moter of the interests and a develop- commended executive clemency.
in the mines. These classes Jack Fall and that of a married vocational education is now a na
ployed
The
for vocational eduer of the resources of New Mexico
Fourteen prisoners who had com
Word that the division superin will enroll several hundred men. High daughter (from pneumonia induced tional necessity and to include the cation foundation
in America is the hich school
Hob tirvien.
pleted their terms in the Penitentiary tendent of the Santa Fe railway pro- schools located in mining communibv influenza, it is unofficially stated vocational bill accepting the benefits ana" f
'
s
Principally this foundation
were formally
released
Act as a war
yesterday. poses to cut the train service to the ties have introduced one and two that Senator A. B. Fall will likely of the
is usm
Jacobo Flores sentenced for twenty-on- e Capital to two trains a day reaching year mining courses to meet the not take an active part in the cam- measure in his call for the special !.,Mat tne
ALL SCHOOLS IN STATE
vocational education in
for
Ana
Dona
from
establishing
County
years
of the Chamber of needs of young men who will b em paign for his
to the Unit- session of the legislature. The bill
the
directors
HAVE NOW BEEN CLOSED
murder on October 16, 1899, was re- Commerce here, a special session was ployed in the mines after leaving ed States senate.
was passed without an opposing vote ?c various states. Under the Smith
and an appropriation of state funds ""ghers Act the Federal Government
called this week at the offices of the school. Also domestic science, manual
The State Department of Educa- leased.
was made to match the Federal funds proposes subsdy it, the field of see- state corporation commission, in pro- training and agriculture, along pract NEW MEXICO WEEKLY
tion will issue no general order reeducation for the teftnite
INDUSTRIAL REVIEW alloted to New Mexico.
test.
ical arts lines, have shown rapid
quiring the closing of schools in STATE COLLEGE ATTENDANCE
The State Vocational Act. Senate gaming ot ooys ana girts for voea- TO MS STUDENTS
JUMPS
connection with the Governor's progrowth. Many of the rural schools
tional
work, training whtrn vill as-New Mexico now has a taxing sys- Bill No. 4. designated the State Board
60 YEAR CONVICT PARDONED
have introduced this work.
clamation which has the effect of
,h(,m '.n entering upon a
as the State Board for '
Education
is
:
which
tem
WAS
FROM
GRANT
COUNTY
efficient
the
all
of
reasonably
In
addition
state
visited
to
this
State
Governor
all
down
Lindsey
shutting
public gatherings
The State!1"1 occupation.
Fducation.
than the best we have ever
until the danger of influenza has College last Saturday. He reports
superintendent has been called on to 'hotter
of Public Instruction.! The State Plans constitute a con- in
in
had
Superintendent
Governor
the
week
this
effi
issued
activi
work
the
of
war
improving
605
direct
Lindsey
past;
there
has
are
students
informaThe
that
state
many
there
past.
Department
H. Wagner, was made executive tract or agreement between the Feil- tion from many county superinten- this year, about one hundred of a pardon to Grady L. Rhodes sent- ties through the teachers and schools ciency under the present methods of
Let us be very sure officer, and the State Director of In- - eral Board for Vocational Education
dents from which it is inferred that whom are in the Students Reserve enced from Grant county to serve and was also placed at the head' of administration.
Education. Mrs. Ruth C. 'and the State Board for Vocation- every school in the State has been Corps taking special training at the from 60 to 99 years. Several prom- United States Public Service Reserve, that we know what we are about, dustrial
closed on account of the epidemic expense and under the supervision inent people including judges and the department of the government and have a clear vision of the end Miller, was anpointed State Directorialed Education, and funds approprfat-o- f
Vocational Education.
by the Federal Government must
In addition to lawyers recommended clemency.
that drafts and distributes the avail- in view, before we indulge in any
previous to the Governor's proclama- of the government.
Plans were formulated for admin- - be used according to the terms of
able labor to the various government unnecessary tinkering. Albuquerque
tion.
these there are 240 soldiers taking
the
contract unle.ss modification oi
istering vocational education underof the Herald.
and productive industries
The High School Building in Belen radio and other special instruction. SANTA FE COUNTY REPUBAct and were ap- the plan is agreed to by the Federal
the
LICAN CONVENTION OCT. 24 country. In this capacity Mr. Waghas been converted into a hospital making a total of 845. Twelve army
New Mexico's assessed valuation proved bv the Federal Board for Vo- - Board.
ner has met everv reouest for labor
for handling influenza cases. County officers are assigned to the college
The revised state
There is no
on the part
instruction. The The Republican convention for San-- i and has apportioned the withdrawal as just fixed bv the commission,mil-is rationalforEducation.
physician David J. Knapp, of Santa to give military
1918-1- 0
have again been 0f ,he Federal attempt
Board to dictate to
will be held Thursday, of 505 skilled mechanics and 1187 $379,000,000. an increase of fifty
plans
re County, is in charge of the situa gymnasium and every available build- ta Fe county
Board.
the
Federal
is
24.
lion
the
dollars
within
by
but
two
It
are
approved
since
The
October
States,
to common laborers who have left the
the Federal
years.
tion in the Valencia County city.
primaries
ing is being used for temporary
Supervisors have been appoint- - Government is giving certain funds
state for those purpose in such a apparent that New Mexico has been Two
dormitories until the new barracks be held on Tuesday the 22nd
is Supervisor of Agn- - to the states for the
D.
E.
ed.
Smith
is
in
of
and
ahead
war
been
has
is
not
the
going
that
spite
promotion of
are completed.
way
shortage
Rapid progress
INFLUENZA IS SPREADING
vocational
education, the Federal
a serious menace to any home indus- and drouth ; that our development is cultural Education, and A. B. AnderRAPIDLY OVER COUNTRY being made in the construction of MANY VICTIMS OF THE
Edu-Industrial
j
of
is
Board has a right to fix the
supervisor
INFLUENZA OVER STATE try.
proceeding, slowly but on solid lines. son
these buildings and they will be
The staff for vocational
un,ier which these funds may
Mr. Wagner has shown notably
Influenza coming under control in ready for occupancy in a few days.
inter
has
cation
had
New
personal
many
Mexico feeds herself.
The
be used, otherwise there can be no
Albuquerqae Hard Hit
good judgment in the selection of
the east is spreading in some western The state council of defense is pro
local
with
and
views
is
wheat
correspondence
assurance
3,207.000
harvest
Over fifty funerals have taken place his assistants, all of whom are
that the funds will be used
figured at
viding the funds for the barracks
states including New Mexico.
well qualified for and are bushels and the corn crop at 3,651,000 authorities interested in vocational to accomplish the specific purpose for
The atate board of health after The government is providing a large this week in Albuquerque as a result
to
offer
and
education
ap.
392.000
is
desiring
ParThe
bushels.
of
which
from
cases
difof.
crop
they were appropriated.
barley
developed
pneumonia
successfully administering the
s
meeting in Santa Fe Monday has re- amount of new and additional equip influenza.
in the benefit derived from
ferent branches of the work under bushels ; potatoes, 979,000 bushels ; proved courses under the
ticipating
commended that all local boards of ment.
Act.
Federal Funds is voluntary on the
their individual charge. His super sweet potatoes. 282,000 bushels; kaffir In
health have the authorities to close
every community where repre- part of the state and of the schools
Two Women Victim a
vision of the schools throughout the corn. 4,776.000 bushels; and beans,
schools.
theatres and churches Republic mine has enoughg zinc
VoBoard
for
of
State
the
sentatives
bushels.
within the state.
Mrs. Esqipula Jiron, of Pojuaque, state has also been notably free, from
wherever influenza appears to be sulphide ore blocked out to keep mine
cational Education have been on prowife of he
General Conditions:
commissioner, any kind of. political influence or
raining
in
shipping for rue months.
or
r.itv
motional
whether
work,
to
details
Extensive
of
and Mrs. Juan Sandoval,
1.
Galisteo, suggestion and many of the most
All schools receiving
organization
Federal
were both victims of influenza yes- ardent commendatory critics of his dc lateen up at nncc m1 cxiaoiisiimcnt rural community, the leaders in in- and State Aid must be under public
are
or
dustrial
and
agricultural
purstiits
of
Utah
Colorado,
faith.
his
iWyoming,
work
of
are not
terday.
poliical
supervision or controL
Not to retain Mr. Wagner in the Northern New Mexico as a separate cooperating and assisting in every
2. Controlling
purpose of the voPan! Kempaaich
office of state superintendent, would region of resources and conversion way to help carry forward the sys- cational schools and classes must be
need
the
vocational
education,
Paul Kempenich of Peralta, 35 be a grave error and a drawbick section of the War Industries Board. tem of
to fit for useful employment.
of which is now beyond question.
3. The instruction must
years old, a widely known merchant to the educaional welfare of the
he less
Government
Federal
With
the
approThe
increase of telephone charges
and grain dealer of Valencia county, state.
than college grade.
statand
funds
the
approCOURTLAND
little
comment.
SMITH
is
one
10
The
Mon
died at his home at
o'clock
By
priating
4. The instruction must be designneeding
Mountain States corporation is now priating an equal amount and local ed to meet the needs of persons over
REPUBLICANS BEING GOOD
day night from influenza.
CWmii National Committee "HOME PAPER" Service, New Yark
WORKING FOR LIBERTY LOAN under government control, and the communities adding to this fund, 14 years of age.
increase is only what might have there can be established in this state
Charla L. Hnbbell
5
Every dollar of Federal funds
Roswell
Charles L. Hubbell. 19 years old
chairman George Craig gives been
Evening a thorough going efficient system of must be matched by a dollar of state
State
If the "home papers" are to be abroad and all newspapers that have the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. out the statement this week that all News. expected.
education.
vocational
or local money, or both.
tent to all our soldiers and sailors been contributing a portion of their F. A. HubbelL died early Sunday candidates on the Republican ticket
The Federal Government "ends aid 6 Monev
to be expended only fo- ron
the
union
and others, men and women engaged subscription price in order that tne morning from pneumonia
of
each
the
state
to
mines
Mexico
New
coal
are
The
A. Salaries of teachers, superdeveloped are strictly refraining from campaign
in war work abroad, this must be public might be encouraged to send from influenza.
for
of
rural
than
basis
its
coal
nrodure
nrrnarerf
more
population
in
Libagri
visors, an directors of agriculing in any form until after the
done by the public generally or by the newspapers to soldiers, will have
ever before ; if the government labor culture and on the basis of its urban
ture.
erty Loan drive is comoleted.
industries.
and
for
trades
interested parties in each commun- to discontinue those practices.
will
furnish
either
the
authorities
population
the
the
of
Jobs Cardan
to
Owing
inability
B. Salaries of teacher
party
of
In other words, if the soldiers are John Gordon, a well known busi heads to get together no joint speak- men or permit the operators to get The 'following shows tne reocrai
ity.
home economics, and inThe ruling of the War Industries to have the "home papers" of which ness man of Gallup died Sunday. ing tour of candidates has been ar- out and secure them. House Pioneer funds alloted to this state fc the trade,
'
dustrial
subjects.
Board in reference to weeklies, pub they stand so much in need and Mr. Gordon attended the state re ranged in the interest of the Fourth News.
first year.
C. Maintenance
of teacher-trainin- g
lished August ZJ, provide:
which give them so much delight and publican convention at Santa Fe as Liberty Loan. Chairman Craig claims
For salaries of teachers,
for vocational teachers
the people will have to one of the delegates from McKinl:y he has invited Chairman Seligman
The September production of Chino supervisors or directors of
comfort,
"No publisher may give free
Maintenance not to include it ns
OO'OOOSi
education.
com
7.936j000
was
the
the
for
full
remoney
has
Copper
pounds,
agricultural
paid county.
While at the convention to confer on this matter but
supply
copies of his paper except for
(building, etc..) prohibited under
For salaries of teachers
he contracted the Spanish influenza, ceived no response.
subscriptions.
pared with 6.983.000 pounds in August.
actual service rendered and exSec 17 of the Act.
economics
in
home
of
no
The
has
and
and
his
in
trade,
It
on
return
to
newspaper
option
6,310,396
Gallup
produced
pneumo
July
school should proceed in order
cept to camp libraries and hos5000.00 How
busi- nia set in,
education.
in
the
view
industrial
of
the
or
in
HEAD
STATE
LACKS
FOOD
June.
matter,
death.
very
his
in
or
resulting
to obtain Federal and State Aid.
canteens of organizapitals
nesslike ruling of the War Indus Mr. Gordon for years was the prin
Foi training of teachers
BUSH CETS INTO ARMY
1
tions recognized by the GovernFind
out whether there is a
tries Board, which is seeking to pre- cipal hotel keeper of Gallup. He
North Union county farmers have of agriculture, trade, home
demand or need for any kind of
ment, etc.
subindustrial
vent
economics
'
or
wealth
of
sources
of
any consumption
print pa gave op the hotel business a short Food Administrator H. G. Bush finally found real
"No publisher shall send his
training in the community.
5000.00 vocational
per without an adequate return time ago, opened a garage and was has been called to military service in creamery business. 1140 gallons jects,
2. How many persons
want this
publjcation to any one below the
Stude-baktherefor.
in
cream
New
three
local
of
second
Mexico
the
distributor
for
the
for
the
days.
shipped
leaving
public subscription price,"
$15,000.00 training?
If the public will respond with
Total
automobiles. Mr. Gordon was time without a Hoover representative.
to meet th
It will thus be seen that all news- prompt orders1 for subscriptions ev one of the members of the present Captain Bush became first assistant Curry county has purchased four This sum is matched by $15,000 state 3. Are thereof enough
the class?
paper which heretofore hare been ery soldier from New Mexico will state senate and his death causes a to the chief of the construction divi motor buses for transporting children appropriation, making a total of $30.- - requirements
000.
This amount is the same tbej
(Continued on page eight)
sending free copies to the soldiers receive the State Record.
sion at Washington.
to school in rural districts.
vacancy in that body.
one-thir-
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Why the Public Must Do Its Share

I

.
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MAJOR GENERAL MONASH

HUNS ACCEPT

REAR ADMIRAL W. S. SMITH

THE ALLIES WILL

WILSON TERMS

HONS BURN MORE
BELGIAN

DICTATE TERMS

CITIES

WILSON'S REPLY
TO

LATE

MARKET

GERMAN PLEA

QUOTATIONS
NATION
WASHINGTON WARNS
TEUTON REPLY MAY NOT FUL.
FULL AMERICA'S CONDITIONS.

TEXT OF GERMAN REPLY
BERLIN AGREES TO WITHDRAW
ARMIES, BUT VITAL QUESTIONS NOT SETTLED- WMtrn Newspaper I'nlon News Sarvlm.
Washington, Oct. 14. The greatest
danger facing th people of the Unit
e.l States, officials Bale! here Saturday,
uas that they might hastily consider
Germany's proposition as the unconditional surrender which the
demand and relax their efforts to
continue the victories at arms and
carry over the fourth Liberty loan. On
every side in official quarters it was
stated that this view of the situation
could not be placed before tile public
too strongly.
Text of Germany'! Reply to Wilson.
"In reply to the quos'lons of tho
President of the United States of
America, the German government
hereby declares:
"The German government has accepted the terms laid down by President Wilson In his address of
the eighth and In his subsequent
addresses on the foundation of a per
manent peace of Justice. Consequently, Its object In entering into discussions would be only to agree upon
practical details of the application of
The German governthese terms.
ment believes that the governments of
the powers associated with the government of the United States also take
the position taken by President Wll
son in his address. The German government in accordance with the A113
tro Hungarian government, for the
"purpose of bringing about an arm'
istice, declares Itself ready to comply
with the propositions of the President
in regard to evacuation.
"The German government suggests
that the President may occasion the
meeting of a mixed commission for
making the necessary arrangements
concerning the evacuation. The present, German, government which has undertaken the responsibility for this
step. .toward peace, has been formed
by conferences and In agreement with
the treat maioritv of the Reichstag.
The chancellor, supported In all of his
actions, by the will of this majority,
Bpeaks" In the name of the German
government and of tho German people
"SOI.F.
(Signed.)'- '
"Secretary of State, Foreign Office
"Berlin, Oct. 12, 1918."
Jnn-uar-

Unconditional Surrender U. S. Stand.
t'hicngo, Oct. 14. The text of Gen
Wilson's in
. many 's reply to President
jfuiry wag communfeated by the Asso
elated Press Saturday night to William G. McAdno, secretary of the
treasury Just before he delivered a
Liberty Loan address at a crowded
mass meeting. Mr. McAdoo told tho
audience tho text of the reply and
,,
added;.
"What this government demnnds,
based on President Wilson's messages
and speeches, Is unconditional surrender, and If the text of this reply la
authentic it menus just that."
Before telling the audience about
the German note. Mr.' McAdoo said of
the first German note a week hko:
"Germany didn't send Its note to
anyone except the United States.
Why? lleeause the President of the
United States has formulated the prin
elides of a permanent pence.
'.'Germany knows that when she. accepts the President 5s conditions- I urn
not talking terms, but conditions, prii.
clples when she In off the snil of every invaded land. It means unconditional surrender.
"What Is unconditional surrender?
It is when tin'
you are f h tl n c
what you say
says. 'I give in
1
ought to talii'.'
mieht as well surren
"Tiu kniui-Isn't deluded now. He
der now.
wouldn't.! get into the war but he
did think at one time that America
knows better now."
-

and-tak-

"

Take Army Home, Says Finland.
Stockholm. The Finnish goyern-nf- i
nf has asked Germany (6 withdraw
hpr troops froir" Finland
... British Demand Guarantee.
Association
London. The Press
ays that It is the view in exception-nllwell Informed circles that no
question of armistice will b seriously considered without aceompaiivlng
naval and military guarantees" that
Germany Is - not "merely ''heady to
sheathe the sword tfut'Oint she is abTo resume hostilisolutely
ties.
'

-

y

"pmi-prles-

Paris Sees Scheme ta Split Allies.
Paris. The reply of the German

rrernment to President'

"WilaHfl 'a

questions Is considered- here to indicate that Germany's diplomatic front
la as flexible as her military front.
Some of the commentators find the reply so worded as to show the hope of
the Germans that it will result In
cleavage between the allies. General
LaCroix in the Temps says: "Germany Y aceetilance of PJ resident Wilof deson's 'conditions-ks- -

feat"
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Yankee Planes Bomb Verdun Line.
Roswell Mayor Dies of Influenza!
RoBwell, N. M
Mayor C V. MonvjU With the'erjean. Forces North.
gomery died df influenza Monday, west of Verdun. An American Jbcapb.
. imfl i I inn
nnnRluHnir nf imnm
Thorn were tun "(ItheT deftrbSv There tn
arc about 350 cases in The cfly.
than 350 machines, dropped
tons of explosives on German canton-Arcti- c
;
.
nients in the area between Wavrille
Explbrer to Be Fl(?r."
Damvlllers, about twelve miles
Great Lalbps, 111. Donald B.
g
Millan, Arotic explorer, entered train- north of Verdun. The bombing
chines were given splendid protettoTf
here, to become an aviator.
during the aerial battle- which took
place during the operation. Twelve
Spanish Houses to Meet.
San Sebastian. Both Houses of the 'enemy machines
t
failed to MBlKDOct 22 !nno ontentA KllfrtP
:JlJ
r
Spanish ParliaiWent
thlrty-tw(TT5:t'- -'

Mac-lan-

ma-in-

-

e

Cholera Spreading in Berlin.
French Sever- - RilabvrfWmi. Finna.
.ParisJH''fance has broken off .the
Basel. Cholera is slowly spreading
relationsTlnJBerlin, notwithstanding the preven
diplomatic
which have existed in Finland. Thhr vm measures taken, a Berlin dispatch
f"kpn because the FinnisH Friday states. Seventeen cases were
ed
a German prince to the reported Oct. 8, and fifteen deaths oci interests Jn fjnjyid curred from the disease.
thnnOT rVr?
will-b- e
iJEhtW -soiitirar agent
Postal Sack for Kaiser Stolen.
at HerSingfors." Berlin. A postal sack containing
State of Siege in Portugal.
70,000,000 marks of the securities and
Lisbon, Portugal. The Portuguese treasury bonds addressed by the
to the imperial chateau was
government has declared a state of
stolen.
siege for all Portuguese territory.
semi-offici-

diet-call-

--

post-offic- e

NeartS'Iwo-M4Hio- n
Yanka in FratfeeTl State of Siege at Constantinople.
Draft Lists Mailed to Boarda.
French Flyer Downs Four. Planet.
Rome, Oct. 12. A state of siege has
WasbingtopAme'rican troop sent been
Washington. Copies of the
Paris. Lieut. Rene Fonck brought
proclaimed at. Constantinople,
1,90T),OW""
the
have
the
pnedhJas4
passed
within
containing
pamphlet
German
four
aeroplanes
down
to the Liberal Nation- saidadlspatch
March
General
coup
announced,
in
last
draft
numbers
same
nark.
on
the
drawing
17,000
minutes
day.
twenty
an
apmore
statement
with
hia
to
urgent
were
mailed
ofweek
Saturday
Is
with
now
credited
ling
seventy
Fonck
n
peal toT ithe cohntry to support the
ficial victories, and has actually than 4,500 local exemption
Revolutionist FttetjeJn Bavaria.
I
n
109
machines.
jierty loan.
German
brought down
Berne. Unconfirmed - rumors have
been received of serious
Allies I nil m Hall l.l III! ii Huna.
British Capture 71,000 Turk.
Bulgarians to March on Turks.
riots in Bavaria.
IxmJd-flParis, Oct. 12 DurrmfHhe past
thousand
Seventy-on- e
Washington?' "ghat Bulgarian troops
allies have captured more
week
the
ConIn
allies
the
will
Join
been
by
taken
have
attacking
prisoner
Turks
Sir Hubert Parry Die.
was estimated
General Allenby'a forces since the stantinople and hasten the elimination than 15,500 prisoners, it
London. Sir Hubert Hastings S.
commencement of tho British operat- of Turkey from the war, was believed Friday. Their total captures since July
18 now amount to more than 500,000. Parry, music composer, died hero.
likely In diplomatic Quarters, here.
ional in Palestine and Syria.
boaJ-4s-4-

wmm

.

ii

NAHKKI'.

Stockman Killa Man in Quarrel.
Montrose, Colo. James H. Fitzpat-rick- ,
stockman near Sapinero, has surrendered to the authorities here, stating that he had killed Jamea McMa-hoalso a stockman, at the Fitipat-ricranch. The two men had a heated argument, onlookers state, nd
threw hia revolver at Fitxpat-rlcstating that he could beat him to
death with rocks.
Fitzpalrick then
fired three times, killing McMahon before he could pick up any stones to
throw.
j
k

Thousand Dead In Forest Fire.
Duluth, Minn., Oct 15. Information
northreaching here from
eastern Minnesota tended to confirm
reports that nearly 1,000 persons lost
their lives In the forest fires of Saturday and Sunday In this section.
fire-swe-
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The text ot
President Wilson's reply to Germany,
to the charge of the Swiga
TURKEY SUBMITS PLEA
C.TY OF RCULER3 FALLS Jelivered
legation, follows:
u In reply to the communication
it tho German government dated th
FRENCH AND BELGIANS CAPTURE I2tli Inst., which you handed me today,
DETAILS FOR SUSPENDING BAThave the honor to roquest you to
b.X3 PRISONERS AMERICANS
TLE WILL BE LEFT TO MARthe following answer:
CONTINUE ADVANCE
SHAL FOCH AND AIDES.
"The unqualified acceptance by the
preicnt German government and by
large majority of the roichstag of the
Wnli-n- i
iiat-l.iiioli
Western
t si vice.
I'nlon New
terms laid down by the President of
. With The British Army in France,
Washington, Oct. 15. -- President Wil3ie United States of America in his adOct. 15. The whole front attacked, it
son has answered Germany's peace
dress to the Congress of the United
not
kilowhich
a
now
willi
decision
extends
for
develops,
pioposal
thirty
Slates on Jan. 8, 1918, and in his sub-- t
of
supthe
fulfills
the
from
northward
meters
Comities,
oxpectatious
only
tqttent addresses justifies the Presialso
of
but
half
this
of
ifriilsli
line.
There
dispels
holding
diplomacy,
porters
in making a frank and direct
dent
in
ot
Gertears
are
evidences
further
that
the
iliose wio picu.cieu
tile
of his decision with regard
statement
arms
at
anwould substitute viclu. ies
from
mans
the Belgian
retreating
to .he communications of the German
No
const. Their stores are being moved
peace
with detents at diploi.iury.
of Oct. 8 and 12, 1918.
from Ostend and Bruges. More fireB government
with liaiseiisni; autocracy must go:
Rear Admiral William Strothe-Smithlie
must
"It
clearly understood that
oi
he
no armistice can even
been started by the Germans,
thought
recently promoted to that rank, have
the process of evacuation and the
Major General Monash is comman- while
in
coniiniies her atroci- is on duty at the
In
Thourout
and
the
Germany
especially
der of the Third Australian division. ties on land uud
conditions of an armistice are matters
n.ivy, department nei; .ihorhood of Cortemark, and
one cannot lie with the naval eonsultino
beard.
great which must be left to the Judgment
General Monash's rise has been rapid considered unless sea;
it fully is dictated
now
cover
of
smoke
flame
and
clouds
ever since his appointment as lieutenand advice of the military advisers of
in lie field
the country for miles.
by the allied
ant in the Australian Citizens' corps in
the government of the United States
VICTORY
FOR
ENTENTE
alixulun
as
iy
terms
such
provide
French
and
forces
British,
Belgian
In 1887. He was chief censor for Ausand the allied governments, and the
Gerthai
and
on
a
wide
attacked
guarantees
safeguards
morning
Monday
tralia at the outbreak of the war and
President feels it his duty to say that
of
be
not
will
a
pa
in
front
scrap
Flanders.
The
allied
pun
many's
troops
served in Gallipoli two years. He is
no arrangement can be accepted by
Presis
Ihe
a
in
lew
of
are
in
words,
the
this,
WAP.
OF
AT
direction
"BEGINNING
per
havEND,"
driving
general
well known as a civil engineer,
the government of the United Sta
ident's answer.
Ghent and Courtrai.
SAYS SECRETARY LANSING.
ing been the first to introduce reinwhich does not provide absolutely sata
it
not
If
dues
The
seems
to
be
capitulation
bring
attack
Ausgenerally
forced concrete construction in
isfactory safeguards and guarantee
uncondian
be
more
then
which
to
Com
lues
from
the
Tho
northward.
may
tralia
miltional surrender, allied diplomats unci Declarea Beast Is Facing Doom, and in. ops of Ihe three nations went over of the maintenance of the present
of the armies of
supremacy
itary
l!
American officials In licve ii may
a
"crash" bombardment
top after
That Peace Will Come on PresiUnited States and the allies in the
only.
SOLDIERS MISSING cause a i evolution inil deriiiaiiy. the
dent Wilson's Terms.
field.
lor
speaks
Heyond question
"He feels confident that he can safeentente as well as Ihe United Sttltes.
Paris. French troops have captured
assume that this will also be the
reWeon-ly
t'nion
Servlo.
Nf'H
lie
President's
NWBpii,r
The dispatch of
the town of Routers in Belgian Flanu.
s.
Judgment and decision of the allied
was followed by the issuance ol
Auburn. N. Y. Secretary of Stale ders and also 2,500 prisoners, accordply
WRECKED AT SEA.
gov eminent b.
jthe following formal statement by Lansing, in an address here, declared ing to the official announcement.
"The President feels that it is also
this period of the war to be tho "be
In conjunction with Italian troops,
Secretary Tumulty:
"The government will continue to ginning of the end." He spoke at a the French captured and passed be- bis duty to add that neither the govHole Torn in Side When Rammed
he
send over 35u,0(MI men with their sup- dinner in celebration of the one hun- yond Sissonne and south of Serre oc- ernment of the United States, nor,
Collision in North Channel by
is quite sure, the governments with
plies every month, and there w ill be dredth anniversary of Auburn Theo cupied the village of Monceau-leSteamer Kashmir.
which the government of the United
no relaxation of any kind."
logical seminary.
Leups.
States is associated as a belligerent
the armies of
The Senate chamber rang with ap-- j
"For four
an armistice
I'rilin New Service.
Wemrn
Peace talk pervades the air, but it will consent to consider
plause of senators as the President's the allies have herolcully withstood
of GerAt least answer was read a few minutes after the legions of the beast," he declared. is falling on deaf ears as far as the so long as the armed forces
A biitish Port, Oct. 12.
many continue the illegal and inhu:12 American soldiers are believed to It had been announced at the Stale "These
veterans, whose un- armies In the field ure concerned. Inmane practices which they still persist
have been lost as he result of the Department.
faltering valor knows no equal, know stead of a relaxation in the intensity
In,
chief
in
the
of
President's
men
Senator
of
on
new
Otranto
that"
the
the
of
the
hostilities
with
Lodge,
transport
splendid
sinking
fighting,
today
"At the very time that the German
the north channel between the Scot- critic In his course until today, issued this republic by their side, sweeping what seemingly is a major scale are
approaches the governgovernment
his
a
statement
in
a
collision
gratifica- back the invaders, broken in spirit, being carried out by the British,
tish and Irish coasts
expressing
with proposwith the steamer Kashmir. The Ot- tion at the President's decision. Opln-- ; sullen and hopeless, it is the begin- French and Belgians In' Belgian Flan- ment of the United States
als of peace its submarines are enranto after tin- collision was dashed ion throughout Washington was unanl-- i ning of the end. The hour of triumph ders.
gaged in sinking pasenger ships at sea
is drawing near. The day of the .war
io pieces on the rocks off the south nious in approval,
With the French Army In France, and not the ships alone, but the very
Scottish coast.
lords is almost over.''
Text of Turkey'a Peace Plea.
and
Peace will come, the secretary said, Oct. 14. Laon, the last of the group boats in which their passengers
Thiee hundred and one men were
Washington. The Turkish peace
crews seek to make their way to safetaken to llelfast by the Hritish de- note received Monday follows closely on the basis of the President's terms, of natural obstacles forming the keyand in their present enforced withthe only vessel l he line of the German and Austrian therefore all should 'stand rigidly in stone of the German defense in ty;
stroyer Motfnsey,
drawal from Flanders and .France the
a
been
without
has
taken
on"
the
which
was
of
It
delivered
France,
notes.
in
the
by
rescue
an
at
made
support
principles
peace
which
attempt
course
German armies are pursuing
these bases are founded.
fight.
ihe terrific gale when the Kashmir, Spanish ambassador. It reads:
of wanton destruction which has alwill
it
"The
he
When
comes,
the
added,
undersigned charge
another vesseHn the convoy with
peace
vioBerlin. Nish, the capital of Serbia, ways been regarded as in direct of
otranto, rammed the Otranto amid- of Turkey has the honor, acting upon be a Just peace, which will satisfy the
of the rules and practices
lation
to
has
been
entente
all
from
of
his
instructions
but
wishes
by
forces,
not
occupied
the unjust
government,
just
ships.
civilized warfare. Cities and villages,
to in- peoples. A lasting peace. Mr. Lansing the war office announced Sunday.
.Seventeen
picked up alive request the royal government
If not destroyed, are being stripped of
the
In
state
of
of
terms
said, could not be one written
on Ihe Scottish roast. Of the C99 form the secretary
all they contain not only, but often of
Marshal
London.
British
in
America by telegraph of anger.
Haig says
American soldiers on board the Ot- United States
their very inhabitants. The nations
Douai
llhat
have
occupied
the Imperial government requests
"The years to come," he said, "must troops
prison.
ranto, 310 were landed. Seventeen
asscciated
against Germany cannot be
of
be years of fraternity and common
were rescued alive at Islay, leaving the President of the United States
expected to agree to a cessation of
London, Oct. 12. German troops beAmerica to take upon himself the task purpose. Unreasoning class hatreds
'M'i unaccounted for.
while acts of Inhumanity, spoliaoi peace; i uou- and class tyrannies must come to an gan the evacuation of the famous arms
The Otranto and the other vessels'"'
Des Dames in the region tion and desolation are being continChemin
ue
oi
all
states
tnis
end.
Iy
belligerent
the
with
of the convoy wire battling
ued which they Justly look upon with
"Society must be organized on prin- north of the River Aisne and south of horror and with burning hearts.
The iimml and to invite them to delegate
high winds Sunday morning.
.
Laon.
initiate
to
liberts-of
negotiaThe
and
plenipotentiaries
visibiljustice
ciples
storm was so severe and the
"It is necessary, also, in order that
tions.
world must be ruled by the dominant
ity so bad that the Kashmir, a forthere may be no possibility of misunacfrom the battle
advices
Friday's
see
I
do
to
will
is
government)
which
(the
imperial
that
right.
"It,
mer Peninsular and Oriental liner,
front indicate it is virtually certain derstanding, that the President should
crashed into the Otranto squarely cepts as. a, basis for the negotiations no other complete solution to the
the Germans will have to evacuate very solemnly call the attention of the
Presidown
enthe
laid
the
soon
which
will
by
programs
great problems
amidships.
government of Germany to the lanmesthe St. Gobain forest almost immediIn
his
the
othUnited
Stales
dent
of.
no
of
mankind,
gross the thought
The Kashmir backed away badly
guage and plain intent of one of the
and
.Ian.
to
8,
1918,
of
ately.
of
er means
Congress
destroying forever that
damaged, but was able to make port. sage
terms of peace which the German
des
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famous
the
Chemin
Dames,
in
his
espedeclarations,
soulless materialism which plunged
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"In order
put
of the Otranto file water rushed in,
northward from Soissons. is delivered at Mount Vernon on the
but for a time it did not stop the en- ding of blootl, the imperial" Ottoman NATION COMBATS "FLU" SPREAD. advance
be
that
being evacuated, while In Champagne Fourth of July last.
steps
requests
government
to
tried
Otranto
proceed,
The
gines,
"It is as follows: 'The destruction
Seen in East, Although and along the Mouse river farther
but made no headway against the gale taken for the Immediate conclusion of Slight
eastward the French and American of every arbitrary power anywhere
a general armistice, on land, on sea
West."
in her crippled condition.
Epidemic Still Rages-i-n
are pushing further forward that can separately, secretly and of its
Washington, Oct. 15. The public troops
Within a short time the water put. and in the air."
single choice disturb the peace of the
The Sept. 27 speech referred to health service announced last night it northward their lines in the great
out her fires and the Otranto drifted
movement which is fast driv- world; or, If it cannot be presently dein New is mobilized for a national campaign
talk
President's
the
was
above
of
const
the
toward
rocky
helplessly
Belgium and the stroyed, at least its reduction to vir
York declaring for impartial justice to against the nation-widepidemic of ing the enemy from
Islay island, where most of the
tual impotency.'
of Invaded France toor
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portion
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whether
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all,
influenza.
deaths.
met
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make the attempt anyway,
It is within the
with state and local ern France has been loosened and the sort here described.
were ordered to remove their shoes President Marches With 25,000 New
nation to alter
German
of
choice
the
to
of
them
back
their
process
herding
save
health authorities at Baltimore, Md.;
t'.nd heivy clothing and try to
on Liberty Day.
words just quoted
The
increasPresident's
an
Yorkers
it.
at
bordVrs
is
proceeding
and
Columbus, Ohio; Richmond, Va.,
themselves as best tliey could.
New York. President Wilson, com Columbia, S. C.
ingly rapid pace under the allied lash. naturally constitute a condition preceof
the
American
Already, since the beginning of the dent to peace, if peace is to come by
army
continues run-While
Washington .American troops on
at the bated In most sections, the number July offensive, which Initiated the the action of the German people themthe British transport Otranto, sunk in and navy, marched Saturdayin
the Co of new cases at army camps showed loosening process, the allies have selves. The President feels bound to
collision Sunday, Oct. , in the North head of the American forces
lumbus.-Librtpushed the enemy back a maximum of Bay that the whole process of peace
day parade, one of the a decrease, the total, for "Ihe"
channel, numbered UMU, the War
forty-fivmiles from the Ancre near will, in his judgment, depend upon the
announced. The contingent most impressive and inspiring spectaperiod ending at noon .Mon- Albert to the
definlteness and the satisfactory chartip of the present
consisted of two companies of replace- - cles New York has ever seen.
day being 15,152. Pneumonia, .cases
acter of the guarantees which can be
wedge at Le Cateau.
Under a canopy formed by the for the two days were 4.780; and the
meiit Iroons and two companies of
All along the battle front the allied given in this fundamental matter. It
''
nations arrayru deaths 1,642.
.
casuals. Among the Mi who perished Hags oi tweniy-iware advancing. From the south is indispensable that the governments
Since the beginnlnefif khe epidemic troops
ware Alois P. Gioska of Dietz. Wyo., against autocracy and with squadrons
of Douai to the east of Laon the en- associated against Germany should
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total
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Thrl"ihp. London,
armistice,
reported Thursday. From
betw'een Cambrai and St. Quentin,
"Accept, sir, the renewed assurTiconderoga, a ship in the U. S. trans- foot of Fifth avenue, beside tlhe'ajslSv less, Accompanied by Germany's uncon- with the allies hot at their heels. At ances of my high consideration.
his
took
he
dominant
ia.
the
plaaMIW'Bia'rHmBr surrender,-i
port service, 2to perished; 600 were Ington arch,
"ROBERT LANSING.'
(Signed.)
nn the neare sit- some points the advance exceeded fifdrowned from the Lelnstor, in the automobile and reviewed the rong" nnia in
In
two
miles
days,
morning nesplJ.S
Hrltlsh.mail sen ice. .while 300 were column
More Deaths from "Flu" In Denver.
., i. ,. on aicuimciitn' llriM !i was the second time
The allies will take nothing
Twenty-sevepers.
i.. i
Denver, Oct. 15.
U. S. Editors Visit British Royalty.
in
rano Maru, touaJ- - lam jiUirjUab, pdrHaf
AI'kJ8Jd,U85-iuI!?,,.dedeaths, making a total of seventy-eight- ,
PgjHAna
London.
King George, Queen Mary
""
u the'" field," sayfrhe.Eost,. Otherwise
M Japan:
and 194 new cases, making a to,,.J avenue, oui wwpte
The and Queen Mother Alexandra Monday tal of 1,226, is the official record ot
iw.Uted Cross campaign be headed a the war has been iei&ruVK
Ameria
twenty-fivparty of
Haitian Minister Dies of Inf lueJitjtTfgreat army of mercy, while Saturday paper sees in Germany', endeavor to received
the Spanish influenza in Denver up
led the grim legion of fighting open peace negotiation
niefely an at- can editors at Sandringham, the estate to Monday night made to Dr. William
Washington. Solon Menos. minister h
In
of the royal family
Norfolk.
tempt to avoid dfsasteT.' .
H. Sharpley, manager of health.
from Haiti, died here of influenzaT'T'n.
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Millions Subscribed en Liberty Day.
"Washington. liberty Day celebrations Saturday brought uncounted millions to the credit of the nation's $tV

PRESIDENT

GERMANY. WANTON ACTS
BAR ARMISTICE.

SIAN AUTOCRACY.

.

Llvea in Earthquake.
sbd juan, r. n., oci. it. una nan
4 red and fifty lives were lost in Saturday's earthquake in Porfrrnico,
la estimated by Governor Yager. AI--"
roost every town in the" island reports
damaged property and scattering far
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u S. NOTE INVITES GERMAN PEOPLE TO OVERTHROW PRUS-

:mi

wHt-mee-

150 Los

tallties.

za.

Duyinn I 'rices.
0
nplHiid, per Ion ... 23.002 J
il.U04f."
upuiiio. per ton.
Prairie hay, Colorado and
20.001.0'
Nebraska, pur to
.0U4c25 0
Timothy, per ion
u'u0!uAiiail'a. per ton
24.0UW
houth Park, per loi
'J- '
(iunnison Valley, per ton.. 23.00
00
500
Straw, per ton:...
Colorado,
.Nelii-Hsk-

(jrala.

Oats, Nebraska, ivu lbs., buying... J
Corn chop, sacka. elllns:
Corn in suck. HellillK
J
Gluten feed, sucked, seliliiK
"
Bran, Colo., per 10" lbs., aelllnK...

Flour.
lbs., sacked,
Hungarian Talent,
to
i"1
discount
sulij.ct
HuiiKarlan, 4 IbB.. sucked,
to discount
UreMed Poultry.
on live poultry
pne-The
are netfollowing
. u. B. Denver:
SO
Turkeys, fancy d. p
14
Turkeys, old loins
20
112
Turkeys, choice
!
Hens, lb
22
if
UuikH, young
2!.
Geese
'6 f'1
Kooslers
s

sub-Jo-

s

-"

Live I'ouUry.
Roosters, lb
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
liens
Duckn, young
Ducklings, lb

Geese
hprniBS

Broilers,

10
2a

f

1

20

'

T

V'H

1

lk to 2 lbs
lOggK.

No.
1,
net,
Eggs,O. graded
V. Deliver
1'.
No.
net,
2,
Eggs,
graded
'. O. U. Denver
Butter.
Creameries, ex, 1st grade. Ib.
Cream-ric2il giaoc, lb....
Process
backing mock
Krull.

M

n,

Apples,

Colorado,

box

Tears, Bartlett. box
Pears, cooking
Vegetables.
Beans, navy, cwl
HealiH. I'lnto, cwl
Beans, Lima, lb
Means, green. Ib
Ib
Beans, wax, dos.
bunches
Beets, Colo.,
Beets, new, cwl
Corn, sweet, dox
Cabbage, new, Colo
CairolH. cwl
Carrots, Col., dx. bunches
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, homegruwn, dox.
Celery, Pascal
I'll uiilbei'M, linrhniise. 'Ix.
ds.
Cucumbers, hothouse, dox.
Colo.,
Lettuce,
dox
Lettuce, curly,
Unions, table, dos
Onions, cwt
Parsley, dox
Potatoes, new, cwt
Kartinlies. long, hothouse

$l.f.03.r,i
S.UUit."
60wiJ.l

10t

.12'
.12

l.iH
.30M

.35

10

.Hit

.30
.2.50
30 W .40
1.75
1.60
j11

.30
'

l.r0,

.5i)
.404

hc-ai-

Hailishes, round
Spinach, ill

40

2!(u

23 4
2.00(ii

.45
75
2.:,o
.75
.60
.35
.30
2

la

J.OOGi'

2.u't

S'

.25
07

30i
I
U9i

.in
Tomatoes, hometown,
Turnip, cwt da. bunches .25
.30
Turnips, Col.,
MISCIil.l. VM .Ol.s II Kit UTS.
Denver IHhI .Market Prlees.
I H1.1'
Bar silver
26.
lb.

.034)

'

'

,

Copper
Lend

""'

'a

Spelter
Tungsten concentrates, unit... 2f,.uo
Kaniaa City I'roilure.
Kansim City, Mo. Butler Creamery,
li'ic; firms. 53c; seconds, 52c; packlhK.
31IC.
Venn Firsts. 4Hc: secondi.. 42c.
poultry Hens, 22V&C; rooUrs, ls',xc;
broilers, 27c.
Dllloaa
hlraito l.lve Stork
Butchers, 118.15ft
Chicago flogs
18.50; light. H7.60WU.45:
packing,
16 2fru16.7.".
liu.
tl 6.75 to 1S.IMI; rough,
choice, 1 5.50& 16 50.
good
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice anil
114.2510.26; common and cows
rirlme, $9.25iq
14. S5; butcher slock,
and heifeis. J6.75' 13 2; citolicis ,.n.i
feedcutters, $5.75Ki 6.75: Blockers and
ers, good, choice and fumy. 110.2
common
medium.
and
13.25; inferior,
veal calve, good ami
$7.00(a 10.25
choice, 1 16. 00 16.50; Western
steers, $13.2517.25; cows and
and heifers. Ifc.ooift 2.60.
choice and prime.
Sheep Lnmlii.
16. 60ii 16.00; medium and good. fl3.."
4! 15.50; culls. $h.00ji 12 25; ewes, choice
and prime, f 10. 000 10.26; medium and
good $8.75 10.00; culls, $3.60lU7.0.
,

:

I'd

rang-beef-

-

1

I.lneed.

Duluth, Minn. Linseed $3.36.
Batter, Kstks, Potatoes Md Pealtrr.
Chicago Butter Creamery, 51 57c.
Kggs Firsts,
48&'60c; ordinary
firsts. 46Vii48c; at mark, canes included, 466 4!ir.
Potatoes Minnesota and
Dakota,
bulk, $1.40(i1.60; ditto Backs. $1 7"'(i
1.85: Wisconnin. bulk, $1.35Si l..M; ditto
sacks. $1.75i 1.80.
Poultry Fowls. 22S264C: springs,
26c.

Price of Sagar.
New York Sugar Centrifugal, 7.2s.
Cut loaf, 10.50; crushed. 10.25: mould
A. 0.50; cubes. S.75; XXXX powdered.
I.20;powdered, 0.15; fine granulated
and diamond A, .00; confectioner A.
S.90; No. 1, S.85.

HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Flint HMca,
Butcher, 1 lbs. 1and up
joc
lbs.
He
Butcher, under
30.tBulls
alien, all weights
and Slags
i;e
15c
Culls
Dry salted hides. 6c per Ib. less
Pilot
Pelt. :
Dry
Wool pelts
45c
40c
Short wool pelts
2"ic
Butcher shearlings
12c
No. 3 and muiraiu shearlings
Bucks, middles "d pieces of relts..25c
Greco Salted HloVa, Kte.
Cured unbranded, 25 lbs. and up.
No. 1
17e
Cured 2 unbranded, 26 lbs. and up.
No.
16c
Note: Butt branded hides shall be
classed as No. 1.
Cured sldebranded. 26 lbs. and up
No.

1

Cured sldebranded,

N.

1

2S lbs.

i5o

and uo '

14c

Bulls. No. 1
ioc
:
Bulla, No. 2
tc
aklns
and
hides
10e
Glues,No. 1
Kip. No. t
igc
Kip.
Call. No. 21
tgc
Calf. No.
26e
Branded kip and calf. No. 1
15c
No.
2
Branded kip and calf.
ij0
Port cured hides, lc per lb. less than
cured.
Greta bides. 2c per lb. less than
cured.

Colorado Over the Top en Loan.
.Denver, Oct. 15. Colorado ia over
Ihe top of IU 137,478,550 Fourth Liberty Loan quota, according to unoftT-ela- l No. 21
No.
reports compiled by the Colorado
Headless, 50c leas.
Ponies and clue
lUte Liberty loaa committee.

ic

4.00
$2.00

05.ee

(.

stulled on account of the small nddl
tional cost, Is the grease trap faff the
kitchen sink. This consists of it receptacle placed under the sink, which
receives nil of the waste matter from
the sink and passes It through this
WORTH
trap, which Is surrounded by a water-coolechamber, cooling the grensy water and forming a solid cake of grease,
which
con
be euslly removed from the
Fundamental Rules That Every
trnp hy taking off the cover. The trap
Builder Should Know.
Is cooled by connecting the cold water
pipe in such a manner that all water
drawn through the faucets must first
TRAPS OF MUCH IMPORTANCE puss through this cooling chamber
without coming In contact In any way
with the greaue chamber. This trap
Demanded by Lawe of Health and the can also be placed outside and buried
In the ground, having a vent pipe takBuilding Ordinance of Mott
en from it and carried above the rext'.;
Cities Cleaneut Alao la
tills vent pipe will then act like n
Eaaential.
chn ney, and draw all odors from the
atr. William A. Radford will answer trap and discharge them above the
queeUone and five advice KREB OP roof. In this kind of a trap no water
COST on all subjects pertaining to the Is used to cool the trap, as the ground
ubject of building, for the reader of tola acts as a cooling medium. This
great
paper. On account of hie wide experience
la Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he imp is more important than many pea-pi- e
is, without doubt, the highest
Is
for
there
think,
nothing that will
n all tbeae aubjecta. Addreaa all authority
cleg up a pipe quicker than grease
to William A. Radford, No. 1U7Inquiries
Prairie
avenue, Chleaao, III., and only encloae from a kitchen sink, and especially Is
three-cethis true in country plumbing, where
stamp for reply.
there is no public sewer and a sewBy WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
age disposal system Is used.
What constitutes good plumbing In
Refrigerator Drain Big Aid.
the modern home Is a question that
This is also one of the important
home Items of good plumbing that bears a
pines up to every present-dabuilder or house remodeler.
It la a very close relation to the health of
question that can be answered In a the family. We are ull familiar with
number of ways, and my purpose here the nuisance of
placing a pun under
Is not to tell you how you can Instull
the refrigerator to catch the dripping
your own plumbing In this good look- water from the melted
ice; how often
ing house design and make a sanitary It is forgotten and runs over,
spilling
Job of It. but, on the contrary, to give the contents
on the floor. This can be
.vnu such Information that you will be
avoided by placing a drip pau
nhle to see that the plumber gives you easily
or safe, as It is called, under the rethe best Job he Is capable of for the
and connecting this safe to
iimount of money which you give him frigerator
a
a
for that purpose, for I do not believe thispipe having an trap, and discharging
open sink, which has
pipe Into
that any man, however handy he may a faucet
connected to It and a vented
be with tools, can do as good a Job of
pipe. Do not by any means connect
plumbing as a licensed plumber can, this waste pipe to any of the waste or
nor should he attempt to do so.
soil pipes of the other fixtures, so
However, there is no doubt that any- there will be positively no
opportunity
one who contemplates installing plumb- for
any odors or gases from the soil
ing on his premises can effect an ap- lines going hack Into the Ice box. This
preciable saving both of patience and Is very important, and does not at all
money by learning for himself some times receive the care and attention
of the fundamental rules about plumb- that It should See that this
pipe la
ing.
regularly and often cleaned out with
With reference to the design Illusboiling water, as all Ice is not pure;
trated, we have a floor plan which and there are particles of dirt and
meets the needs of American standards other matter that are often left In the
and customs for the modest home. It Is pipe. The
trap under the safe need
only 22 feet wide, and so will go on a not be vented, It Is only an additional
narrow lot If necessary. There Is a guard to prevent odors from
passing
comfortable porch ucross the front. A back Into the refrigerator.
room
takes
Do not use an iron water-hncliving
up about
In
hnlf of the main floor, and a wall bed your coal range, If yon wish to save
with wardrobe closets occupies one yourself nnnoyance and trouble, but
end of this room, providing a third bed- use instead either a copper or brass
room.
The dining room and kitchen water-bucThe cost will be greater
are well arranged. A stairway to the but It will be un economy In the end.
second floor, and also the cellar stairs, For the rust from the water-bucIs
work in well both for economy and con- - sure to collect in the bottom of the

PLUMBING HINTS

SOUND MOTTO FOR M0T0RIS1

FINISH OF AUTO

'Take Your Time" Should Be-- Hla 810
can If He Wishes to 8hare In

ATTRACTS BUYER

Conserving

d

.

Tire.

ALLIED ARMIES

SMASH ONWARD

Our Part in Feeding the Nation

"Take your time" Is a good mottt

4

for the motorist these
With But Little Thought and Care es to do his share of days If he wish
conserving tires BRITISH CAPTURE MENIN
More tires are worn out by carelesi
One Can Keep Shine on ExTHOUROUT, KEY TO
driving than one would at first think
RAILWAY8.
terior of Car.
A car is started with a jerk by snnu
time-mamotorist and, zip, the treat:

AND

(Special Information

HOW

FARMERS

8ervke, United Hlaies Department of Agriculture.)
CUT THE COST OF TABLE MEAT.
"

"

a

d

MOD ONE OF WORST ENEMIES

rest Care Necessary

in Removing
Dirt From Polished Varnish Ap.
ply Hose Liberally, but B
Careful In Rubbing.

is torn loose from the fabric and tbf
tread is subjected to excess wear.
Whang, he goes around the first cor
ner nt a terrific speed, and uguln the
fabric is torn apart and the tread
comes In for its share of wear.
Tearing up to the next corner, he ll
compelled to Jum on his brakes to
avoid running into a pedestrian or an
other motorist, and again the poor tirei
suffer.
All this could be avoided if the mo
torlst would take his time. A raotorls'
does not gain much time In starting 0i
stopping with a Jerk, but many of then
do It without realizing what an ex
pense it Is, and how unpatriotic It
In these days of fire conservation.

SERBIA RENEWS DRIVE
THOUSANDS OF BOCHE PRISON
ERS TAKEN IN FLANDERS-YAN- KS
CRU8H RESISTANCE.

Second-hancar dealers know that
WMttrn Nwapipr Lnlo Newa gervlc.
they can take an old car and repaint
It and secure considerably more for It
London, Oct. 16. The British Sec
than they could If the car kept Its
ond army, fighting in Flanders, has
shabby appearance. They know that
reached Le Chate, on the
the average car buyer will first exroad, and has captured the
amine the appearance of the car, and
villages of Oullcghem and Heule. The
then afterward ask how It runs. This
British have advanced to the outskirts
Is not because a higher value Is placed
of Courtrai. This announcement was
upon exterior appearance than upon WIND COVER
FOR RADIATORS made by the war office, which also
mechanical excellence, but simply becorroborated the Belgian and French
cause owing to the psychology of the
successes in Flanders.
Invention
of
Men
Afford.
Mississippi
car
will
never
the
be
tested for
buyer
Since the morning of October 14 the
Ample Protection and Conservea
Its mechanical ability unless It first
allies huve taken 12,000 prisoners, and
Heat In Winter.
attracts by Its appearance.
more than 100 guns In the operations
Pride In Appearance.
The Scientific American In Illustrat In Belgium. In addition to occupying
A car owner is not a genuine,
Menln, the British have entered Wer-vic- q
fun unless he takes pride ing and describing a cover for radlaand ure Htamling on the right
In the nppearunce of his cnr. How to tors, Invented by F. M. Cockrell an?
bank of the Lys.
M. Rockwell of Liberty, Miss.,
J.
says
keep the finish as long as possible and
The entente forces in Belgium and
'ints invention relates to a protechow to restore it when It grows dim
France continue successfully to drive
tive
cover
radiators
for
of
automobiles, the
through wear are two great points In
enemy before them. In Belgian
his mind. The city man whojteeps his whereby to conserve the heat thereof
Flanders the advance is somewhat rap- In cold weather and to aid In maintain
car In a garage generally has to deId, but on all the sectors in France the
Ing the water at the proper temperapend upon the garage washers to do
Germans are fighting with desperation
his work for him, and It must be said
to hold back their foes.
that very often they are unskilled and
The great wedge that is being drivthe result Is thnt a new car will soon
en by the Belgian, British and French
look like an old one.
troops in Flanders now threatens seri
Community Slaughtering Projects Relieve Home Needs and Help Big Planta
Another great harnier of car finishes
ously the tenure by the enemy of
Meet Overseas Demand.
is the bud hody polish.
often
Very
in
north
from
many
Belgium
positions
these will brighten a car temporarily
the
to
river
the
his
sea, including
Lys
and then the surface becomes dull
submarine and other bases along the
and that the cuttle must not be more
ind It Is difficult to restore it. On the
to
lliuii two yenrs old at the time of
while
the
south the Lille sal
coast,
are
some
very good
jther hund, there
ient gradually is being enmeshed and
slaughter.
on
the
market which do the
polishes
I.Ike the beef rings, this meat disdoubtless soon will receive attention
work well. Some of these place a sort
from the pincers, which are being
tributing organization is strictly coFOR
veneer
over
if
the pulnt and varnish
operative ninl distinctly under farmer
Front Elevation of an Automobile oiled for the task of reclaiming this
vork, which really preserves the
It. pays no dividends.
control.
In
Important tract of terrilorv as far as
Cover, With Invention Applied,
admirably.
the project Is so managed thut
Valenciennes
fact,
France.
for
Coloring and Surfa'.e.
the surplus Is Just enough to reimMeanwhile the French and American Beef Clubs and
Before going Into the methods for ture. More particularly l he Invention
burse the butcher for his services
he owner to pursue In keeping the relates to a curtain arranged to wind forces are struggling valiantly forward
Butcher
FaShops
Gaining
and to cover operation expenses. Any
.ar In condition, It Is necessary first upon or be unwound from u spring; In their drive northward from the
furmer In the locality is eligible for
vor With U. S. Farmer.
to obtain n glimpse Into the makeup roller, the curtain being udupted to Champagne region into the country
membership If he will obey the by3t the surface of a car. There are In close to any desired extent a fronl over which the Germans must effect
laws of the organization and when
retirement to their own border in
reultty two parts of the surface. First, opening formed in the cover.
culled upon furnish his share of the
the event of a final deliacle. As has
here Is the color material which gives
FIFTH QUARTER TO BUTCHER live slock for slaughter.
he hody Its color and furnishes the PUTTING UP CAR FOR WINTER been the case always since the often
slve began, the (lermans are vigorous
'oundutlon of the appearance; and
;hen, over the color, there is a pro Temperature of Room Should Never ly defending their positions, using in
numerable machine gun detachments Operations Start In Spring When
Get Below 20 Degrees Above Zero
COOLING MEAT TO KEEP
tecting armor of varnish, which Is
In endeavors to hold their ground.
First Member on List Furnishes
transparent, allowing the color to he
Clean Battery.
To the west the French are slowly
Beef for
Killing
irlslhle, but protecting It from wear.
Surplus
Slaughtered animals must he
The varnish Is much harder than the
Meat Sold to Trade.
"When putting up the cur for the closing in upon Uethel on their way
cooled soon after they are killed
mlor, and If the vornlsh were not over winter two courses are open," says un to Mezieres, being only two miles dis
and yet they must not be allow:he coloring material it would s
Beef clubs or rings and
automobile service manager. "The car tant from the town. West of (irandpre
ed to freeze. In the winter a
iveitr nwuy.
can he stored where the temperature they huve effected further crossings butcher shops are two of the plans
day for slaughtering should be
About Him Germans l elng used by American farmers to
When the paint Is applied It Is put never gets below '20 degrees above Of the Aisne.
chosen when there Is a prospect
were taken prisoner in this fighting.
n In n great many coats, each one zero, nnd If the buttery Is
the cost of meat for their tables.
of cooling the enreuss before
charged
In
Flanders
the
British
have
taken
rubbed
smooth before the next properly there will be no damage. The
The
butcher shop Is rejclng
the surface freezes.' The most
Is
the
of
center
on.
Meniii.
These coats will
Important railway
)ne
second one Is to remove the buttery
put
garded as an outgrowth of the beef
desirable temperature for coolnumber twenty or more on from the cur, clean It carefully, und Thouiout has fallen and the Thourout- - clubs, which in varying forms huve
ing meat Is 'M to 10 degrees Fahourtrui railroad has almost been won. been In operation for many yenrs.
)igh class body jobs before the varnish wash out three or four times with digrenheit, and nn approach to
s placed on. The final eout of finish- - tilled wuter; then, while the plutes ure Numerous towns have been recaptured
Typical examples of the beef clubs
these temperatures
will give
ng varnish Is u hard, glusslike cont, still moist, seal the battery up tight. hy the allied forces and large num have been reported to the I'lilted
good results.
which allows the color to be seen and you can store it for at least a bers of prisoners have been taken. States department of agriculture from
In summer It Is best to dress
.hrniigh It, hut which in itself is
Many guns ulso have fallen into the the coastal plain of Smith Carolina.
year without hurting Its efficiency."
the animal in the evening, leavrreuter reslster of wear.
bunds of the allies. The capture of Many of the clubs have a membership
ing the carcass In the open air
at night und carrying It to a
WARM WATER FOR RADIATORS Thouroiit completely outflanks the of eight fanners, but most of them
German submarine base at Ostend and have 10. Operations of the club start
SIDING ON DEFLATED
TIRES
cool, dark cellar before the flies
the allied troops within ten n the spring, when the first member
lire out In the morning. There
Great Care Should Be Exercised When brings
miles of Bruges, whence the railroad
in the list furnishes a beef for killing.
should be no fresh paint, tar,
Far Cheaper to Carry a Spare, as SenFilling After It Has Become Hot
line runs nortliwurd to Zeehrugge, The slaughtering Is done by a man
kerosene or similar substance
sible Motorist Does Others Are
in Winter.
base in the l.lied for the purpose and who usually
near us freshly killed ment abGermany's other
Shortsighted.
ecelves the "fifth quarter," such as
sea.
venlence. On the second floor are two range boiler, if It Is an Iron one, mak
sorbs flavors readily.
Ureat care should be exercised In North
All things considered, It's expensive not using too hot water in the auto
Reports are to the effect that the he hide, heart nnd liver, as his pay.
large bedrooms, bathroom and ample Ing it necessary to have a very hot Are
Is
The
beef
divided
Into
are
Germans
as
many
closet space.
on wash days, which will agitate the business traveling on deflated tires. mobile radiator when filling It after
withdrawing what is left
f their forces in the north, both naval parts as there are members of the
Every Fixture Should Have a Trap,
partlclea of rust so that they will find It's far cheaper to' carry a spare, as it has become cold. During the very
Preparing Animals.
club.
As to the plumbing, perhaps you their way to the wash trays and ruin svery sensible motorist does, nowa-laycold weather especially. If too hot wa and military.
It Is Importnnt thut an anlmnl InIn Albania the Italians have occu
The next week a second member fur
have noticed under a sink a piece of more of your best linens than would
hut still there are a lot of ter Is put into the radiator the rapid
truded for slaughter should be
men who go along with-ju- t expansion of the metal Is liable to pied the Austrian naval base of Du- - nishes the beef, nnd so on for eight or ofT feed for 24 to 30 hours. If kept
pipe bent to resemble the letter "S pay the difference In cost of a braaa
kept
un extra tire, hoping that the In- cause the Joints to separate, thus giv- razzo, on the Adriatic, while in Serbia sixteen weeks, the various portions of on full feed the
This Is what Is water-baclaid on its side.
twice over.
and
system Is
known as a "trap." Every fixture, and
evitable will never happen, and then, ing much trouble with leaking. Use the allied forceB are continuing to meat being rotated among the mem- the blood vessels loaded. gorged
In such a
so that each gets a proportion
the
bers,
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Nish.
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press
enemy
the
troops
an
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for
warm
cup
In
hy that Is meant the sink, the wash
climax,
go
water
which the hand may be
they
condition It Is Impossible to drain out
Important Only In History.
ate share of the choice cuts and of the the
idjustinent !
trays, the bath tub, water cloaet and
comfortably held.
veins thoroughly when the animal
Blenheim, the scene of Marlborcuts.
poorer
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a
have
di
lavatory,
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Is bled, and a reddish colored, unatough's moat famous victory, is bat
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the
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fixture.
below
of
the
weighed
rectly
a hamlet of some
tractive carcass will be the result.
hooaea
mnl is dressed nnd thus the pounds
This Is demanded by all the laws of straggling along the Bavarian bank of NEW YORK'S FAMOUS THOROUGHFARE LOSES
Food In the stomach decomposes very
furnished
ure
euch
member
known.
hy
health and by practically every city the Danube. Waterloo la a small place
after slaughter, and where the
State Board of Health Takes Drastic At the end of the season
settlement rapidly
aa a plumbing; ordinance. The reason with fewer than 4000 Inhabitants.
SOME OF ITS GREAT POMP AND CEREMONY
dressing Is slow the gases generated
Step to Prevent Spread of
Is
made
memhers
who
have
hy
any
for this trap la that all of the waate Austerllts, where Napoleon defeated
often tlnvor the meat. Water should
Spanish Influenza.
not furnished their full shares.
matter from the fixtures pa
be given freely up to the time of
the combined armies of Austria and
Oct. 10'. An official order
Denver,
How Plan Developed.
through thla trap on the way to the Russia, falls into the same category.
slaughter, is It keeps the temperaof gathering
kind
every
prohibiting
ewer, and In the bottom of the trap Aglncourt or Aalncour, to
In nn Iowa farming community ob- ture normal and helps to wash out the
It the
throughout the state for the duration
there la always a small quantity of modern French spelling give
la a mora
the epidemic of Spanish influenza jection was found to these beef rings system, resulting In a nicely colored
of
water which absorbs the gaaea and hamlet of a few hundred souls. So axe
was issued by the State Board of because ench household had to con- enrcass.
odors which come from the pipe and Fontenoy and
sume a stated amount of beef on stated
The care of animals previous to
Abu Klee,
Malplaquet
ealth, meeting in the office of Dr.
"
ewers and prevents these gaaea and where. In 1889, 1,600
in ail. t
nnys during the week In order that the slaughter has considerable effect on
K. Kennedy in the capitol buildEnglish troops
Krlo
1
odors from coming back into the defeated 16.000 of the mahdl's picked
be disposed of he keeping qualities of th meat. It
The order will be strictly en- iivuiluhle supply would
ing.
rooms, which would cans headaches, warriors, la a ramshackle collection of
economically. This tended to make Is highly Important that they be not
full extent of the police
to
forced
the
ickneaa and other Ilia. So, primarily, Arab huts clustered round-the beef diet monotonous ami ulti- excited in any way sufficiently to
group of
powers of the board, which, it is underthe first Importance of good plumbing wells. Mafeklng, Colenso, Stromsberg,
mately led to the iimulganintlon of the raise the ten peratnre of the body. Exthe
include
state
stood,
constabulary.
butcher citement prevents proper drainage
requires that every fixture shall be Hagersfonteln and Paardeberg, places
To give added authority to the ac- beef rings into a
of blood vessels, and If extreme will
trapped.
shop.
famous In the South African war, are
in
will
tion
of
the
the
board
governor
Ench member owns one share of cause souring of the meat very soon
Traps are usually vented, that Is, quite unimportant villages apart from
an
order
Issue
executive
embodying
the crown or top of trap is connect- the historical events associated with
In no Instance should
In the project and In his turn alter diessing.
nc4eK MttJ
the provisions of the health board's slock
ed to a small pipe, which runs to the them.
furnishes one head of cattle or as un iinlmul he killed immediately after
resolution.
outside sir. This is done so that whenlong drive or ufter a rapid run
This action follows that of the many sheep or hogs ns are desired for
ever a large quantity of water or
about
the pasture. If heated bv such
The
members
are
credited
slaughter.
J
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Wouldn't Let Woman Tie Knot,
of
health board
the city of Denver,
waste matter Is discharged through a
with the dressed weight of the live cause ll Is fur better to nllow it to
The Erie Record tells of a Neosho
which ordered that there should be stock
If
another
or
fixture
Is
trap,
nearby
provided minus a shrinkage of rest overnight before killing than to
no public meetings of any kind in Den- 1.1
county couple who called at the prosuddenly emptied, the suction caused
per cent. They receive coupon risk the meat spoiling. Th flesh of
office for a marriage li
ver, either indoors or in the open. bunks
In the pipes by the sadden rush of wa- bate Judge's
In
value to the nn animi l that has been overheated Is
ceremony
The order of both city and state pro- n mount equivalent
ter prevents the trap from siphoning cense, Intendingtheto have the
of
meat
allotments usually of a pule color and very often
furnished,
the
at
aai
Judge
hibits meetings of every nature, even I
or running dry. In which case there performed by a woman
develops a sour or putrid odor withelng apportioned equal In
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time.
deputy
Finding
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at
gatherings
private
no
would be
in three or four days after being
tonsts and boiling pieces.
prevention from the gases
man la
of
the
the
office,
young
charge
dressed.
Each member is privileged to
passing back from another trap Into the case refuaed to
Pueblo Prisoner Kills Jailer.
and
went
proceed
the house. However, there are traps
It is also essential that the animal
as much or as little meal ns he
Pueblo, Colo. W. W. Green, turn
Td Just aa
which can be purchased which do not to hunt up a minister.
at the county jail here, was shot wishes and at any time he can "cash be carefully handled so as not to bruise
aa
a
married
key
soon
be
by
phonograph
require the extra expense of
and killed by Clifford Sprouls. negro In" on his coupon book at the pre- the body. Bruises cause Mood to setBefore and After Adoption of Gasoline lees Edict in Gotham.
with aa air line. These traps are to have a woman perform the cat
held on charges of burglary. Sproula vailing prices. Surplus meat Is sold tle In the Injured part of the body, and
he
The
said.
howeven.
Record,
mony,"
n
or
tailed
trapa, doea not record what the bride
New York's most famous thoroughfare. Fifth avenue, la soon to low then made his escape from jail, but to the local trade at from five to seven often cause loss.
replied
aad are built la such a way that It la
A
cents lower per pound tl.an the retail
fast, plenty of water, careremark on the part of some of its exclusive pomp and ceremony. The new edict of the fuel ad later was raptured by sheriff's of I utchers
Impossible for them to be entirely emp- to that tactful Kenans
charge for similar cuts In ful handling, anil rest before slaughter
automobile owners to use their cars less, will de fleers, thrown from a barn windoe
the
ministration,
asking
Star.
hoaband.
her
City
tied of water, bat the expeaae of la-are all important In securing meat In
grades of meat, it Is reported.
tract that wonderful scene of constant traffic along the famous avenue.
and returned to his cell.
taUatJoa la almost the saaae la
the best condition for use, either fresh
Good Meat Required.
These two photos show bow Fifth avenue looks at the height of tin
Send Christmas Gifts by Oct 25.
Is requested that nil animals be or for curing purposes.
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when
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rush
traffic
the
subsided.
of
hour,
is
almos
It
has
shopping
Seven hundred and sixty-eigmlirjoei
Traaa MM Id aVCI
Christmas packages in prime mnrket condition when they
Washington.
to state how much gasoline would be saved by the observance 01
thnnaansl impossible
The second Important Item Is to ass one hundred and thirty-nin-e
for American soldiers in Siberia nre delivered at the
the
but
amount
the
be
would
Experience shows that little and
shop;
two
These
edict,
noticeable.
easily
photos
that every trap has a dean-ou-t
that Is one hundred and nineteen new colna, were made at the busiest corner in the world. Fifth avenue and
should be in the mails before Oct. 15, that they be subjected to both
i.flen is the best rule for applying
d
asweassMe, aad that they are need. with a value of I4SJS0S.8BS, were made
and
the War Department announces.
examination,
ator If every trap was cleaned oat peri- during the fiscal year ending June 80 Street
odically by the user, there would be last, which breaks all previous records.
Refugees Leave Belgium for Border.
Weeds In the crop and dollars In
aoaaldorabty lea plumbing bills to pay, The mints worked on a
Stretched Casings.
Change Tires Around.
Washington. Two hundred and fiftor any plumber win tell yon that a baala most of the year. Over OOOXXX- A very small percentage of drivers
he hank don't go together.
After a casing has been long in use ty thousand
are
their
refugees
atuffed-u- p
000 cent pieces, nearly 83,000,000 nicktrap or one that Is
change the tires around at frequent In- sometimes stretching develops, so tha' way from Lille. Roubaix making
and other
la the seat of 80 per cent of els, 24,000.000
45.000,000
tervals. It is a well known fact that It takes longer to Inflate It i
Fnrming requires work as well as
near
the front lines t
Belgian towns
the plumbing troubles In every house; quarters, and 116,000,000 dimes were considerably greater mileage Is ob- stretched tire should not be pumped
planning nnd knowledge of plant
u( the Dutch frontier in an endeavor to
bat no one seems to take the trouble coined.
tained from the tires when this is too tight and incidentally it Is best ti
growth.
escape Into Holland.
e e
All hay should he haled. It is more
af cleaning their traps, because It Is
done.
fit such casings with Inner liners. Bj
fen unpleasant Job and will. Instead,
and
handled
when
baled
Farmers cannot afford to buy their
cheaply
this means a good many more miler Demand Abdication of Hohenrollerna. easily
They Came te Grief.
wait ontll the trapa are stopped up,
and storage cost a great deal less.
living where the season Is ample for
can be gotten out of them.
The road to success Is apt to be a
Getting Out of Mud Hole.
Zurich. The first public demand
then can for the plumber, and wonder long, hard one, my boy." "Are there)
To get out of a mud hole wrap your
producing It.
for
of
the
bills
are
abdication
whenthe
e
the
and
kaiser
Weeds rob the soil of moisture; they
why
large,
they are no short cuts, father 7" "Tea, my son. tire chains around a rear wheel to
Valuable Accessory to Kit
Caused by their own negligence.
crown
has
been
the
use
made
Just
food
need
that
prince
and
Our penitentiaries are full of men make a big lump. Fasten with a
The
crops
kind
plant
of
a boy and the
right
An
extra electric born or light fast
One of the most Important traps In who took the short cuts." Birmingor wire and turn on the slow Is a very valuable accessory ta Ux at a German Socialist 'convention at utilize Fpace that might be used for right kind of a tractor make a good
strap
Inone
Ike house, bnt
that Is seldom
ham
Munich, Bavaria.
,
crops. Do n'.t let them grow.
combination.
gear.
supply kit
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BOOMERANG FOR DEMOCRATS
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AMERICAN FOOD

What lome of the unprincipled
YOU
Democratic campaign managers are
seeking to do is to hamper the work
of the New Mexico Council of DeFRANK STAPL1N, EDITOR
fense. They think that because a
OUR
'majority of the members of the Coun'"'
cil are Republicans, it will be "good
Published Every Friday at Santa Fe. the State Capital by the
politics" to charge that these ReUnited States Sent to Allies Every Man, Woman and Child
publicans are squandering the taxSTATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
payers' money, and making no ac141 ,000,000 Bushels
Can Join to Send News of
counting for it. They overlook the
Frank Staplin, Receiver
of Wheat.
important fact that the disbursing
This Town Into the Front Line
agent for the council is Hon. Chas.
Trenches.
R. Brice, a Democrat, and that Mr.
matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New Mc- - ,Bricei Democrat, did make a report,
Entered as second-clas- s
CREDIT
WOMEN.
DUE
TO
ico. under the Act of March 3, 1879.
which report was printed in a num- WHOLE NATION MOVES
ber of New Mexico newspapers. Mr..
.
J Brice's
report was based upon a
More
Got
Poundi
Allies
TO BANISH SOLITUDE
844,600,000
$1.50 per fear complete audit of the Council's ac- Subscription
Meat and Fata In 1917-1counts, made by A. . James, director
of the Taxpayers Association.
Does
Than in Year Before.
OCTOBER 18, 1918.
SANTA FE, N.
the Democratic campaign committee!
Our Heroes Are Calling From
concealed'
Mr.
Brice
insinuate that
Over There Give What You
in
had!
his
he
or
that
anything
report,
fice, in El Paso, for many yea.,, anv(hin.
fo canceal? 'Mr. Brice him
Can to- - Help Those From
and nobody is better informed in self is a candidate on the Democratic
AMKHICAN KOOD SIIIPMKNT3
the matter than Hon. Richardson
ticket for presiding, judge of the
Home.
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...-- .
Among feature of the Kichnrdion Fif. K J.i;r:al HiKtrirf
4,ieech was an attack upon fl. C
MEAT.
Every citizen liileretel in the boyi
Hernandez, the Republican nominee
AUTOCRACY OF DEMOCRATS
n hiis home town now ut ilie front, and
for Congress. Hon KicnarcUon de- ...y.iiai.'.oo.Pot) lbs.
is the
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1U171S...
...IMlll.lOU.OCMJ
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"OUTWITTING THE HUN"
By Lieutenant Pat O'Brien
(Cepyrifht. lfllS. by Ist Alvs O'Brltn)

,

His mystification was quite explicable. The last time he hud seen me
I wus going down to earth with a
bullet Ui my face and my machine dodive. He was one
ing a spinning-nos- e
of my comrades in the flying corps "
and was In the fight which resulted IDEAL
in my capture. He said he bad read
the report thut I was a prisoner of

ML9EJ

war, but he had never believed it, as
he did not think it possible for me to
survive that fall.
He was one of the few men living
out of eighteen who were originally
In my squadron I do not mean the
eighteen with whom I sailed from
last May, but the squudron I
joined in France.,
As we sut on the deck exchanging
experiences, I would frequently no- t'ice him gazing Intently in my face
as If he were not quite sure that the
whole proposition was not a hoax
and that I was an imposter.
Outside of this unexpected meet- ing, my trip wus uneventful.
I arrived at St. John, New Bruns- wick, and eventually In the little
town of Momence, III., on the Kan- kukee river.
I have said that I was never so
happy to arrive in a country as I wus
when I set foot on Dutch soil. Now,
I'm afraid I shall have to take that
statement hack. Not until I finally
landed In Momence und realized that

CONVICT

ROAD

CAMP

Prisoners Worked Without Armed
Guards and Without Special Inducements of Reward.

Without a single attempt to escape,
average of 40 negro convicts were
drive me to Buckingham palace, as
we
whole interview
During the
maintained for ten months in the
12
MOTICB Af BACK.
I
was
mornwere
left
Im
though
puylng my regulur
entirely alone, which
ton county (Ga.) honor camp conduct- I beckoned to the chnuflViir
IPOST OFFICE TKLEGUAI'HS
to go
ing call on the king.
pressed me as significant of the demed under the observation of the United
For Postage Stamps,
with me up to the ollice, as I liuil no
friends'
of
this
My
version
Incident, ocratic manner of the present king
IWif,
Olliot gf Uuniit ail iMivlu lurtmcliulM.
Mwiii.
beat
states omce of public roads ana rural
wttta tin it as
money with which to pay him, and
tm
I have since heard, is that I seated of England, and I certainly came
tfHtHt,fm
4WJ ta nd at ito
V
and the United States pub- when
engineering
ho (jot to the consulate
In
the
taxi
and leaning through away with the utmost respect for him,
myself
lie health service. This notwithstand- (old them thut If they would pay the
Tn
the
In
window
Cli.rj..
all my conversation, I recalled
said: "Buckingham pal
J
4 livip ft lit lmiu
lng the facts that the convicts were
tml fare I would tell them who
.
ace!" whereupon the taxi driver got afterwards, I never addressed the
worked without armed gaurds, with- wun tiud how I hapened Id lie there
down, opened the door and exclaimed king as "Your Majesty," but used the
IMU mi. IU4; ti
t
f
out exceptional conditions as to hours
t
:
They knew at once that I was an
threateningly
military "sir." As I was a British of
TO
of labor, without special rewards or
escaped prisoner anil they readily
"If you don't get out quietly and ficer und he was the head of the army,
other unusual Inducements to good
puld the chaulTcur and Inviled ine to
chuck your drunken talk, I'll jolly he probably apprecluted this manner
behavior and with the camp located
give some account of myself,
quick call a bobby, bit' me. If I of address more than if I had used
near a trolley line and within 11 miles
They treated me most cordially anil
the usual "Your Majesty." Perhaps
won't !"
12
of the city of Atlanta, from which
were intensely Interested in the hrief
But I can only give my word that he attributed it to the fact that I
most of the convicts were sentenced, a
aecoiint I gave them of my adven
was an American. At any rnte, he
nothing of the kind occurred.
condition admitted by all competent
tures. Word was sent to the consul
When I arrived at the palace gate, didn't evince any displeasure at my
authorities to be most unfavorable to
general and he immediately sent for
the sentry on guard asked me who I departure from what I understand Is
6
me. When I went in he shook hands
the successful operation of an honor
was and then let me pass at once the usual form of uddress.
INTT
with me, greeting
camp.
very heartily
Before I left he asked me what m)
up to the front entrance of the paluce.
and offering me n chair.
mv.
There I was met by an elaborately plans for the future were.
FROM,
He then sat down, screwed a moned sharply with those practiced in the
uniformed and equally elaborately
!
IHIOT
IC TnfCMMra.
iHn i.lh, Soiet nntiM ,!
"Why, sir, I hope to rejoin my
llw tt
la
llnlltwtiij
ocle in his eye and viewed me f mm
other camps of the county, state an
decorated personage who, judging by squadron at the eurliest possible mo- ........
""hi, .
,..,,
Ul sect,on
lop to toe. I could see that only pood
the long row of meduls he wore, must ment!" I replied.
g0 fnr ag can De ,earoed alm.
absolute
one
never
which
him
Lieutenant O'Brien's Answer to Summons of King George.
from lunching at
security
breeding kept
have seen long und distinguished servliar methods never have been applied
"No, Leftenunt," he rejoined, "that
a
until
visit
after
the spectacle I presented. I could see
appreciates
ice for the king.
to any convict camp in the South, and
is out of the question. We can't risk really
to foreign parts.
he u anted to laugh in the worst way. hack lo port. It would have been a sing is to have two df his comrades
1 was relieved of
my overcoat, hat losing you for good by sending you
Now that I urn back, the whole ad for this reason the success of the sys
"Ho ahead and laugh!" I said. "You strange climax In my adventure if the assigned to go through his belongings, und stick und
conducted up a long buck to n part of the front opposed venture
tem is one of the most striking and
can't offend me the way I feel this disaster had resulted in the sinking check them over, destroy anything
constantly recurs to me as a lB1Portont
stnirway, where I wus turned over to by Germans, because If you were
resus ot the experiment,
life
of
I
had
and
not
boat
lost
It
to
to
be
that
his
my
interest
and
I'm
my
never
sure
might
dream,
that which
blessed day!" and he needed no second
quite
another functionary, who led me to
appears to demonstrate concluenough to be captured I won't wake up und find it so.
Invitation. Incidentally It pave mu a wlille on my way lo Kngland after preserve, und send the whole bust the
room
Karl
of
Cromer, again they would undoubtedly shoot
sively thut there Is little foundation
was having successfully outwitted the ness to his banker or his home, as the the reception
iliance tu laugh at him. for
(THE END)
king's secretary.
for the belief that negro convicts are
you."
Huns. Hut my luck was with me to case muy be. Every letter is read
about us much amused as he was.
I
wus
There
to
introduced
another
I amenable only to the discipline
"Well, if I can't serve in France,
of
After he hail laughed himself aliout the Inst, and while the accident re- through, but their contents is never earl and a
KEEP
HIM
REASONABLY BUSY locks, scbackles and lash.
duke, whose name I do not sir," I suggested, "wouldn't it be feassick he Knt up and slapped me on the sulted in some delay our boat wus not afterwards discussed or revealed in
I
was
so
bewtl
ible for me to fly in Italy or Salon-ica?- "
becoming
If the pilot Is finally re- remember.
In this camp no guard was armed
hack and Invlied me to tell him my seriously dumaged and made the trip any wuy.
Preacher Serving in Y. M. C. A. "Hut" and no convict
over In schedule time and without fur- ported dead, his effects are forwarded dered, in fact, that It is a wonder that
was shackled ; the only
story.
I remember as much us I do of this
he
in
be
"No,"
His
would
Finds
"that
hav
ther
his
replied,
of
to
next
another
Training
but
Camp
kin.
while he is of
uccidenl,
destroyer
building locked night or day was the
"Lieutenant," he said when 1 had
eventful
almost
as
day.
bad.
The
Duties
that
and
Varied.
us
to
been
escort
Many
thing
only
through ficially only "missing," or is known to
assigned
loncliided, "you can have anything ing
commissary. Plain gray clothing was
I hud heard many times that before I ciiu suggest for you to do is either
lie danger zone in place of the one be a prisoner of war, they are keDt
substituted for convict stripes and the
yon want. I think your experience
to
the
a
Is
man
to
tuke
being
presented
valua
king
instruction
up
which
had
been
out
of
commis
very
ut
either
the squadron heudquurters
If there is a notion that Y. M. C. A. use of the whin was prohibited. In
put
entitles you to It
coached cnrefully us to Just how he is able form of service or perhaps it work in
or sent to his bunkers.
the camps consists in selling place of negative measures, order,
"Well, consul," I replied, "I would sion.
to
act
Is
and
he
what
to
and
do,
be
say
sufe
to
I arrived in London,
might
for
re
In
When
the
enough
you
nnd hnnding out pocket testa- - curltjr and obedience were obtained by
my case as soon us It was learned
like a hath, a shave, a haircut am
nil
I
and
this
was
time
serve
In
1
wondering
but
nt
I
action
from
hud
Egypt,
the strain
been that had fallen from the sky, it was
present, ments, let It he dissipated nt once, the
just
some civilized clothes aliout as liailly
measures of attractive
under for nearly three months Imme- assumed that I hud been killed and when this drilling would commence. leltenant, I think you have done one preacner. serving in a nut in a f00d, positive
as a man ever n led them, I supposi
light,
quarters, clean and
airy
I
no
Idea
had
I
to
was
that
certainly
enough
unywuy,"
New Jersey camp, reports thut he has comfortable
diately became apparent. My nerves my chum, Paul ltuney, und unother be ushered Into
hut hefore that I would like to get
beds,
reasonable, kind
the
Then
august
rose
presence
he
uud
shook
with
were
linnds
In such u state that it was abso officer detailed to cheek over my efcahle off to America to my mother
of the king without some preliminary me and wished me the best of luck, done nlmost everything under the sun treatment and greater privileges. Dur- the
fects.
cross
The
list
to
for
made
to
uie
und
Impossible
lutely
I
they
on
anil
am
tier
that
safe
except
my
preuch.
telling
jng the day on the work the constant
and we both said "Good-by.- "
sheet without being In deadly fear which they affixed their signatures, Instruction.
Me has built fires, swept floors, menace of the
way to Kngland !"
Eurl Cromer und the other noblemen
gun was removed and
In the adjoining room I met Earl
looked
of
The consul gave me the necessary of being run over or trampled. I stood as I have previously mentioned, Is talked to me for a while and
of
hundreds
after
packages
got me Cromer again, and as he accompanied
orInformation and I had the satisfaction at the curb, like an old woman from now In my possession and Is .one of to relute In brief the
busketball
games,
story of my ex- me to the door seemed to he surprised Inundry, aumpires
a
of knowing hefore I left the office that the country on her first visit to the the most treasured souvenirs of my perience,' and
ganized
glee club,
they appeared to be ut the length of my visit.
the cahle, with Its good tidings, was city, and I would not venture across adventure.
sold
Ice
cream
the canteen,
at
circus,
much
Interested.
very
As
Perhaps
they
I
left the palace a policeman and driven a flivver ten miles und
until some knowing policeman, recogMy trunk was sent to Cox
Co. In
on Its way to America.
did It only to give me confidence and
Then lie sent for one of the naval nizing my condition, came to my as- due course, and now thut I was In as u sort of rehearsal for the main and a sentry outside came sniui .ly to back three times a week to provide
attention. Perhaps they figured I had said cream. He
London I thought I would go and cluiin
men who had heen interned there sistance anil convoyed me across.
has written letters
performance, which wus scheduled to beeu made a general.
Indeed, there wus a grent number of it.
since the beginning of the war and
home for boys who could not write,
take
ex
sooner
I
much
than
place
When I nrrived at the bunk I apAs I wus riding buck to the hotel and
who was able to speak Dutch and English oflicers at home at all times
he has taught those same boys
In a taxi I reflected on the remark"getting hack their nerves" after a plied to the proper window for uiy pected.
told him to lake good care of me
their first lessons In the English lanI hud barely completed my story
mall
able
course
und
ut
the
of
service
trunk.
active
of
long
In
events
which
the
spell
After I had heen hathed and shaved
guage. He has been a repository for
"Who are you?" I was asked ruther when the door opened and an attendshort space of nine months hud taken hundreds of heart
and had n haircut I liought some new front, so that my condition wus
ant entered and announced:
secrets, and he has
bobme
the
novel
but
to
London
so
much
shurply.
and
ended
up, served as trustee for the care of us
.lollies and had something to eat, and
The king will receive Leftenant like through
bles.
I
no
hefinish
one
a
has
"Well,
of
(he
guess
any
I felt like it new man.
book, with my
1"
many as thirty Liberty bonds at a
It was not many days, however, he- greater right to I'at O'Brien's effects O'Brien
As I walked through the streets of
time.
If he had announced that the kaiser
I regained control of
I
than
fore
I
I
would
and
"and
have,"
myself
replied,
Rotterdam hreathing lie air of free
Perhaps oddest of his muiiy tasks
be obliged to you It you would look wus outside with a squad of German
s
dom again and realizing that there felt In
shape.
was one that came his way on a wild
to tuke me back to Courtral
guards
in
(hem
me."
for
the
Itritish
authorities
up
Although
was no longer any danger of heing
ana stormy night in April, when the
heart could not huve sunk deeper.
"That may be all right, my friend," myEarl
muster of arms at the military station
captured and taken hack to prison. Holland had wired my mother from
Cromer
me to follow
beckoned
I
on
Holland
sufe
was
that
und
my replied the clerk, "but nccordlng to
It was a wonderful sensation.
entered the "Y" hut nfter taps, carryhim und we went into u lurge room.
1
did
to
our records Lieutenant O'Brien Is a
Kngland, the first thing
I don't believe there will ever lie a way
ing a red box under his arm.
'
we landed was to send her u prisoner of war in Gerniuny, und we where I supposed I wus ut lust to recountry, that will appear in my ejes when
ceive my vouching, but I observed the
"Say," suld (he muster of nrms,
cable
I
can t very well turn over his effects earl bow
myself.
UUlte as good as Holland did then.
"we've got a lot of T. N. T. mines
to a man stundlng there and
The cable read as follows:
to anyone else unless either you prehad to lie somewhat careful, however,
stored at the station. Here's the det
realized that I was standing In the
because llnlitiml was full of Gorman "Mrs. M. J. O'Urleii, Momence, ill., U. sent proof that he Is dead and that presence of the
:
onators, in this box. There's considj
king of England.
S. A.
you are his lawful representative, or
spies and I knew they would he keen
erable
Isn't
It
"Your
and
!"
Leftenant
O'Brien
around,
lightning
majesty,
".lust escaped from Germany. Let- else deliver to us u properly autheuti
to learn all they possibly could aliout
in
Concrete
Road
Repairing
Georgia.
safe to leave these things close to the
the earl announced, and then Immeditlcated order from hi in to give them
my escape and my adventures so that ter follows."
mines.
Would you just ns soon take the men worked under
ately backed from the room. I bethe foremen as
to you.
As I delivered It to the cable dis
i he authorities
in ISclglum could mete
care of the box over night?"
lieved I would have followed right
free men work. Instead of putting the
He was very positive about It all,
out punishment to everyone who wus patcher I could Just Imagine the exbehind him, hut by that time the
The Red Triangle (nun slept that men "on the chain"
Immediately after
in any respect to blume for It. As I was ultation with which my mother would but quite polite, und I thought
me by the hand uud was
had
to
tried
with
(or
king
night
enough
sleep)
the evening meal, in this camp they
in Rotterdam only one day, they receive It and the pride she would would kid him no more.
cot
so
to
under
his
blow
and
he
me,
high
explosive
congratulating
spoke
were permitted to remain outside the
didn't have very much opportunity to feel as she exhibited it among her
"Well," I said, "I can't very well very
him hnif way to heaven.
and democratically
building, reading, smoking, playing
learn anything from me.
present proofs to you thut Put O'Brien thut hecordially
neighbors and friends.
me
ease
once.
at
at
put
my
I could hear the volley of "I told Is dead, but I will do the best I can to
quoits or baseball until dark, or In the
The naval ollicer who accompanied
He then asked me how I
and
toe and acted as interpreter for me you so's" that greeted her good
GIVEN HONOR NOT DESERVED messroom to enjoy a phonograph which
prove to you that he is alive, and If whether I was In a condition felt
conto
was provided for them. Saturday afteryou haven't quite forgotten his sig
Introduced me to many other soldiers
verse, and when I told him I was, be
"It would tuke more than the kaiser nature I guess I can write you out suld
ami sailors who had escaped from BelMen Responsible for noons, during the summer, were holiof
Learned
Error
he
would
be
very much pleased
to keep I'at in Gerniuny," 1 could hear un order thut will answer all your re to hear
days, nnd the time was devoted to
gium when the Hermans took AntAmerica Being Named After
my story in detail.
baseball and other games.
quirements und enable you to give me
werp, and as they had arrived In Hol- one of them saying.
Amerigo
Vespucci.
"Were
a
you treated any worse by tho
"Knew he'd he buck for Christmas, I'at O Brien's belongings without run
land In uniform and under nrms, the
Minor Infractions of the rules, disGermans, leftenant?" be asked, "on
laws of neutrality compelled their In- anyway," I could hear another
ning any risks," and I scribbled my account of
The
story of how the new world re- obedience and unsatisfactory work
an Amerlcun? I've
being
ternment and they had been there ever
signature on a scrap of paper and heard thut the Germans hud threatceived the name of America Is a strik- were punished by demerltlng the of'I hud an ldeu that I'at and his handed it to hltn.
si nee.
ing example of what publicity will ac- fender. When the number of such deened to shoot Americans serving In
He looked at me carefully through the British
The life of a man who is Interned comrades might spend Christmas in
complish. Amerigo Vespucci, a highly merits exceeded the established limit
If
army
they
captured
la a neutral county, I learned. Is any- Berlin," I could hear another admit- the latticed window,
then Jumped them,
educated Florentine, was head of a the convict was returned to the county
classing them as murderers,
He gets one ting, "but I did not think uny other down from the high chair und came
thing but satisfactory.
business house in Seville, Spain, prob- headquarters camp to be placed again
becuuse America was a neutral counmonth a year to visit his home. If he purt of Germauy would appeal to him outside to clasp me by the haud.
ably as agent for the great trading under the more rigid discipline of one
try and Americans had no right to
"Good heavens, lef tenant!" he
lives in England that is not so bad, very much."
firm of the Medlcls, and helped to fit of the other camps.
mix In the war. Did you find that to
Attempted es'Mrs. O'Brien, did I'at write you
us he pumped my hund up be the case?"
but if he happens to live further
out one of the expeditions with which cape would have been punished In a
away, the time he has to spend with how many German prisoners he und down, "how did you ever get
Nailed.
Columbus
When the latter's similar manner, but it was unnecessary
The King Had Ms by the Hand.
I told htm that I had heard similar
his folks Is very short, as the mouth's brought back with him?" I could hear uway?" and I had to sit right down
monopoly was revoked, Vespucci un- to administer any punishment for this
but that I did not notice any
received
his
leave does not take into consideration still unother credulous friend Inquir and tell him and half a dozen other reports,
the
Ing
by
majesty,
dertook several voyages of exploration cause during the ten months tne camp
appreciable difference In my treat
the time consumed In traveling to uud ing.
people In the bank all about my ex ment from that accorded Britishers. king! When I first Joined the Royal on his own account, during which he was under observation.
It wus ull very amusing and grati- periences.
never
from Holland.
I
to
see
Flying
corps
claimed in many letters to have been
expected
The king declared that he believed
The full measure of the success of
I had heen in Kngland about five
the Inside of Buckingham palace. the first to reach the mainland of the
The possibility of escape from
fying to me und 1 must confess I felt
my escape was due to my pluck and
the
of discipline Is realized
much less being received by the king. new continent,
Is always there, but the Itritish quite cocky us I walked into the wur days when I received a telegram
the date as June, whensystem
giving
and
will
was
It
one
that
the
of
power
it Is understood that no attempt
w hich, ut first, occasioned me almost
authorities have an agreement with department to report.
1497.
16.
most
ever
remarkable
he
had
escapes
was made to hold the men by rewards
For the next five days 1 wus kept as much concern as the unexpected heard
the Dutch government to send
CHAPTER XX.
On April 25, 1507, the learned heads
of, which I thought was quite
of money or allowances of "good time"
back immediately. In this re- very busy unswering questions put to sight of a German spiked helmet had a
Lorin
St.
the
of
Die,
of
University
as
it
did
from
compliment, coming
spect, therefore, the position of a man me by the military authorities regard- caused me In Belgium. It read as the king of England.
Home Again.
decided. Incorrectly, that lie was greater than those granted to other
raine,
convicts. The only measure of
w ho is Interned is worse than that
follows:
ing what I had observed as to condiI hope that all the Americans will wasThat same aday, in the evening, I entitled to the honor of discovery, Co- county
this kind was the granting of the cusof n prisoner who. If he does succeed tions in Germany und behind the lines. "Lieut. P. A. O'Brien, Royal Flying
tendered
lumbus
reached
the
at
the
Hotel
banquet
as
an
account
having
only
of
themselves
good
give
Whul I reported wus taken down
in making his escape. Is mil orally re
Corps, Regent's Palace Hotel, Lon- as you have, leftenant," he said, "and Savoy by a fellow officer who had Islands of the West Indies, and that tomary ration of tobacco. This was
used at the rate of about
ceived with open arms in Ids native by a stenographer uud made part of
don:
I feel quite sure they will.
I fully bet three other friends of mine that the western hemisphere should bear
pound
land. Apart fnnn this restraint, how the official records, but I did not give
"The king is very glad to hear of
per convict per week.
I
would
be
home
his
name.
name
America
The
This
Christmas.
wns,
by
all
the service rendered us
appreciate
ever, internment, with all its draw them my story In narrative form. The your escape from Germuny. If you by Americans before the States en- wager had been made at the time he therefore, first used In the book
The morale of the force was excebacks. Is a thousand times, yes, a mil information I was uble to give was are to be In London on Friday next, tered the war."
beard that I was a prisoner of war.
Introduction
by Martin llent With few exceptions the men
of
Interest to vurious December 7th, His majesty will relion times, better than being a prisoner naturally
and the dinner was the stake.
Waldseemuller, professor of cosmog- were content with the treatment they
At this moment I asked him if
brunches of the service, and experts ceive you at Buckingham palace at was
of war in Germany.
The first intimation he had of my raphy at the university.
received, and freely expressed their
taking too much time.
It seems to me that when the war in every line of government work took 10:30 a. m. Please acknowledge.
safe return from Germany and the
It has since been shown that Ves- appreciation of It, not only In words,
"Not
at
not
I"
at
all,
all
leftenant,
Ik over and the men who have been It in turns to question me. One morn"CROMER.1
ne repuea, most coraiauy.
"l was fact that he had won his bet was a pucci was preceded by both Columbus but In a willingness to work and a
or course, there was only one extremely
imprisoned In Germany return home, ing would be devoted, for instunce,
In the brief re- telegram I sent him reading as fol and John Cabot, but It was too late, prompt response to orders, such as Is
Interested
they should be given a bigger and to answering questions of a military thing to do and that was to obey ord port that came to me of yoifr wonder- lows:
the new world had been christened observed seldom In convict camps.
greater reception than the most vic- nature German methods behind the ers. I was an officer in the army and ful escape and I sent for you because "Lieut Louis Grand:
America and the fact advertised In
torious army that ever marched into front line trenches, tactics, morale of the king was my commander In chief. I wanted to hear the whole
"War bread bad, so I came home.
The bouse where the meeting NETWORK OF ROADS NEEDED
firstprint
story
a rlty, for they will have suffered troops and similar matters. Then the I had to go, and so I sat down and
was held at which the classical error
"PAT."
and I am very glad you were
hand,
and gone through more than the world aviation experts would take a whack sent off the following answer:
He said he would not part with was made was still standing at St Die Connection Between
to come."
Centera of Popuwill ever be able to understand.
at me and discuss with me all I had "Karl Cromer, Buckingham Palace, able
I had not expected to remain more that message for a thousand dollars. at the outbreak of the war, and was
lation Embracing Farming DisNo doubt you will Bud In the Ger- observed of German flying corps
London :
visited by many tourists from
than a few minutes, as I understood
, Other banquets followed in fast sucannually
tricts Is Favored.
man prison camps one or two faint methods and equipment Then, again,
"I will attend Buckingham palace that four minutes Is considered a
long cession. After I had survived nine of both North and South America.
hearted Individuals with a pronounced the food experts would Interrogate as directed, Friday, December 7th, at audience with the
them I figured that I was now In as
la
What
needed throughout the land
Fifty-tw- o
king.
yellow streak who voluntarily gave me as to what I bad learned of food JO :30.
la a network of highways connecting
minutes elapsed before I anally left much danger of succumbing to a surJust a Flower.
"LIEUT. PAT O'BRIEN."
up the struggle and gave up their lib- conditions In Germany, Luxembourg
feit of rich food as I had previously
there!
Here comes a market basket filled centers or population and embracing
In the Interval that elapsed, I must
erty rather than risk their lives or and Belgium, and as I had lived pretty
all this time I had done most been of dying from starvation, and with meat potatoes, turnips, onions. the farming districts so that It will be
limbs. These sad cases, however, are, close to the ground for the best part confess, the ordeal of calling on the of During
the talking, in response to the for my own protection, I decided to cauliflowers and radishes, a substan an .easy matter to go from farm to!
I am sure, extremely few. Nine hun
of seventy-twduys I was able to give king of England loomed up more
to tell my story. Occa leave London. Moreover, my thoughts tial sunolv for the hnnirv household. town, and from town to town all the
out of a thousand them some fairly accurate reports as dreadfully every day, and I really king's request
dred and ninety-nin- e
sionally he Interrupted to ask a ques and my heart were turning back to but peeping out from these varied table year found. Of course, for years to
of the men fighting In the allied lines to actual agricultural
I
believed
would rather have spent an- tion about a
conditions,
point he wanted me to the land of my birth, where I knew needs Is a flower, blooming from a come, we most depend on the comwould rather be Id the front trenches, many of the things I told them prob- other day in the empty house In the make
clear, but for the most part he there waa a loving mother who was little pot down among the potatoes. mon dirt road to help us.
more
with
all
the
horrors
to
them big city In Belgium or. say, two more was content to
fighting every day,
ably having
significance
play the part of a lis longing for mora substantial evidence What a world of melody its happy
and all the risks than be a prisoner than they had to me.
days at Courtral, than to go through tener.
of my safe escape than the cables and presence Impels 1 There Is a soul in
Working Roads Whan Dry.
There were many things I had ob what I believed to be In store for me.
of war la Germany, for the men in
He seemed to be very keen on every letters she had received.
If the roads are worked when they
We
sure
desire
that
family
enough.
France have a very keen realization served which I have not referred to In
Orders were orders, however, and
and when I described some of
Strangely enough, on the boat which looked at the good woman who carried are dry It takes moi e, power to draw
of what that means.
these pages because their value to us there was no way of getting out of It thing
boles I got Into during my carried me across) tho Atlantic, I aaw the basket and aaw n her countenance the machine and, besides, dry earth
But to return to my day In Rotter- might be diminished if the Germans As It turned not. it wasn't half as bad the tight
he evinced his sympathy. Oc- an R. F. C. man Lieutenant
something fairer than appetite ; a sense and dust retain moisture and quickly
dam.
knew we were aware of them, but as I had fearea on the contrary, it escape
I Introduced some of the
casionally
of beauty that put c smile on her face rat after rains.
I
was
fixed
I
After
up returned to they were all reported to the authori was one of the most agreeable expe- few humorous Incidents of my advenI
walked over to him, held out my and a gooCcess In her heart That was
the consulate and arrangements were ties and it was very gratifying to. me riences of my life.
Roads Are Worth While.
ture and In every instance he laughed hand and said "Hello !
a sign of the love that she had for her
made for my transportation to Eng- to bear that the experts considered
He looked at me steadily for at least family responsibility;
that la worth having is
heartily.
Anything
to
somewhat
once.
land at
CHAPTER XIX.
Fortunately there was some of them of the greatest value.
the Impression f got of a minute.
worth going after, and roads are cerAltogether
a
to
the
table
lend
charm
and
grace
a boat leaving that very night and I
One of the most amusing incidents
him was that ha Is a very genial,
"My friend, yon certainly look like the family life Amid the dull necea- - tainly worth while.
was allowed to take passage oa It.
of my return occurred when I called at
I Am Presented to the King.
gracious and alert sovereign. I know Pat O'Brien." he declared, "but I cant altles of life she had planted a little
Jnxt as we were leaving Rotterdam, my bankers In London to get my perWhen the dreaded 7th of December I have felt mora ill at ease when talk- believe my eyes. Who are yon
Good Roads Make Money.
flower. What radiance It would bring
the boat I was on rammed our own sonal effects.
arrived, I halted a taxi cab and In as ing to a major than when speaking
l quickly convinced htm that his to her modest household, aad how Ood Remember that good roads don't
c tot, aoe sf the destroyers, and tav
The practice In the Royal Flying matter-of-fac- t
tone of voice as I could to the king but perhaps I had mora eyes were still to be relied apoa, aa4 weald thank bar for II
cost money they make i
Jarsd U a badly that It bad to pat corps when a pilot la reported alia command, directed the chauffeur to cause to.
then he stared at me for ansttwr sstsv
CHAPTER XVIII
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Two Kinds of
Allies

By GEORGE BAR

MeCUTCHEON

of Th Vtcilantu
An Italian widow living
fork city had Ave sons. Four

In New
of 4hem

were born In the United State, the
Bther In Italy. He wu one year old
when his parents came to New York
to live. When Italy entered the war
against her domineering, exacting ally
three of these boys all American subjects lost no time In doing what
thousands of other American boys als
ready had done. Where the other
had cast their lot with the Canadians, the French and the British,
n
Americans had the right
is
to do, these three young men set snll
for the land of their father, and took
up the arms of their forefathers
against the foe.
They entered the
'
Italian army. They were volunteers,
not conscripts.
Two of them had
never even seen the land from which
Fame their father and mother.
Then came the decision of the United States to engage In the conflict
tn the side of civilization and humanity. This old Italian mother gave
her two remaining Americans to the
army of the United States. They were
her youngest one of them barely
eighteen and they were as eager to
fight as their brothers had been. They
did not want to be drafted. They enlisted as common soldiers, and went
away with the troops to France.
The old mother did not give up her
boys to the armies of Italy and France.
She gave them to the armies that
were fighting for the things dear to
them as Americans. They went as
Americans, not as Italians. No matter what their father may have been
when he was a boy, these boys were
Americans. They loved the land In
which they were born, oven as their
Father loved the land in which he was
horn.
They believed In the land of
their birth and In Its Ideals, as their
rather and mother had taught them
to believe. They did not go forth as
adventurers, but as soldiers with a
principle behind them.
Difference in Mothers,
A German mother In a Connecticut
city also had Ave sons of the fighting
age when the war broke out. They
were all born In the United States and
they were American citizens, tth their
father deliberately had made himself
by the processes of naturalization perhaps before any one of them came Into
the world. Two of these sons succeeded In reaching Germany, and, like
the sons of the Italian mother, took
up the arms of their father's native
land. No one will gainsay them the
thou-nnd-

free-bor-

GOD'S WILL
OR MAN'S
By CYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY
Of 77m Vlgltanfl

If God be perfection In wisdom and
love, and all powerful, why does He
not stop this war? He must know ot
the suffering, He must feel for the sufferers, if He can why does He not
end It? Grave questions, indeed, and
wrung from hearts unaccustomed to
doubt, by sorrow and shame and despair. God Is wisdom, love and power;
God knows and feels, yet the war goes
on. He does not act. There Is no Divine
intervention! What then? Shall we,
like Job's wife, curse God and die?
J&y no means.
Let us ask ourselves the exact
meaning of that clause In the world
wide prayer "Thy will he done on
earth as It Is In Heaven." Is that a
statement of Invariable
fact, or Is is a necessury petition? Is
God's will always and everywhere and
at all times being done upon earth, or
Is it not?
I think that statement Is a petition
and that It Is properly Included In the
Lord's prayer. I am sure that God's
will Is not always being done, but that
often and for long periods the evil will
of man Is being done under the Inspiration of the devil. Inctdently, after
the experiences of the past few years
I don't see how any one can doubt the
existence of the devil and legion of
attendant spirits of evil. He is Incarnated at Potsdam, and his fallen
Angels In the ravagers of the stricken lands of Europe and Asia. Have
you seen that terrible cartoon in
which the devil shakes his finger at
the kaiser and says. "If yon don't quit
calling me 'God,' you will get Into
trouble?"
We Must Continue Free.
Will any one say to the maimed
children, the outraged women, the
starved men, that these sufferings are
Inflicted upon them by the will of
God? Were Reims and Ypres and
Lou vain destroyed by the will of God?
Does he pollute wells, and devastate
fields and destroy villages? Is He responsible for Poland, Serbia and ArIs the torpedo launched
menia?
gainst the merchant ship In accordance with His will? Is He using liquid
Are and poison gas? Is God accessory
after the fact to murder, rape, outrage,
devastation, destruction? The thing Is
unthinkable; the claim monstrous, Impossible, Incredible.
But If God be not responsible and
If men are, still 'why does He not prevent them? A restatement of the ques- ever-prese-

right to Join the kaiser's army. They
were free-borAmerican citizens, as
much so as the boys who went out
to fight with the Italian, the French
and the Canadian forces, and It was
their Individual right to fight wheresoever and with whomsoever they
elected. But when the United States
went Into the war, did the three remaining sons offer their services to
the country in which they were born,
the country which Jiad enriched their
father, the country which honored
them by calling them citizens? They
did not. They were not Americans.
They were Germans. The mother of
the three young men openly declared
that she would rather see them dead
by her own hand than to have thorn
take up arms against their kaiser I
Ths Fortune of War.
But the fortunes of war produce
strange conditions. The fortunes of
war demanded that three Americans
should go forth and shoot two Germans. There can be no going behind
the fact that the Instant the United
States entered the conflict these three
boys automatically became the enemies of their brothers. Their brothers
had gone out voluntarily to fight with
the German armies. That was their
right, their privilege. They did so at
the time when their native land was
not lined up against the kaiser. They
elected to face the bullets that were
aimed at Germany, Just as those other
boys elected to face the shells fired
at Italy. But the two Germans went
out to fight for Germany because they
were Germans, because they were not
allowed to be anything but Germans.
Their mother sent them out to die for
Germany. Was she willing to send the
other three out to die for the United
States? NO! She preferred to kill
them with her own bands. The Italian mother did not send her two remaining boys to fight In Italy but In
France. They went as American soldiers. They would have gone with the
American armies to fight against Italy
If the call had been from that direction. She would not have preferred
to kill them with her own hunds.
In the great Civil war that threatened the existence of the United
States of America back In 1801-6- 5
brother fought against brother. Thousands ot young men came up from the
Southland and put on the uniform of
blue. Their brothers, their cousins,
even, their fathers, were weorlng the
gray. The Instances In which Northernmen went to fight with the
-born
Oontedernte armies are notably rare.
These men who came north loved
their Southland with a devotion that
cannot be questioned, and yet they
loved their country more. They did
not fight with the North because they
were Northerners but because they believed In a United States of America'.
Bfood may be thicker than water,
bnt It Is neither blood nor wuter that
counts In the making of an honest
man. ' It Is his heart that counts.

mriovED maroaii
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tlon. The nnswer? Is' No! We are endowed by God with free will, power
to choose. That is and must be a real
power else we are victims of a ghast
ly Jest, a hideous delusion. If God has
limited Himself by giving us this power we can, If we will, choose evil instead cf good. Men have chosen evil
and the world Is suffering because of
the choice. Once more you ask, why
does not God withdraw from us our
freedom of will, since it Is abused? Because the privilege is so great, so
so necessary, thnt it is better even to suffer all the Ills that follow upon Its abuse, thnn that It should
he withdrawn or abrogated, and we ascend to the position of automata, irresponsible beings, moved nbout arbitrarily hy nn omnipotent hand. We
must wotk out our own salvation by
the help of God, We are not children
of the bond womnn but of the free
and we must so continue.
What Is Your Answer?
How, then, is God's will to be done?
How Is the war to he won? In what
way is a stop to be put to ail these
atrocities? When men, by whatever
means nnd searching, do discover the
will of God, and after the discovery
develop sufficient consecration and devotion to do the will of God, then, and
not until then, will it be done.
"The Son of God goes forth to
war " Yes, always and at all times,
but He never comes back a victor unless the Sons of Men go with Him.
When we find out the will of God
and do it, we shall end the war, and
every other evil that results from the
inability or unwillingness of men to
see and do that will.
Are your hearts set upon righteousness, upon doing the will of God, oh
ye people of America? So the question
is not of God's duty but of your own.
What answer are you making?
TO GERMANY
By GEORGE STERLING,

of the Vigilantes.
Thy monatrousneei stirs men no more to
hate.
But nausea. What defiled and fetid sea.
What dark abyaaea ot putridity,
Have belched thee? Thou haat reached
the world too late.
For with the reptile la thy place and
date;
Tet must we love the saurian, as we
Find It a gentle thing compared to thee
Whose maw no blood of nurse or babe
can sate.

aiNMSaiooL
F1TZWATER. D. D.,
(By REV, K
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute ot Chicago.)
Western
1918,
Newspaper
(Copyright,
Union.)
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LESSON FOR OCTOBER 20
GIVING

ISAAC TO GOD.

LESSON TEXT Qeneila 22:1-1GOLDEN TEXT I will give him unto
the Lord all the days of hla life. I Samuel 1:11.
DEVOTIONAL READING Luke 14:2t-JMATERIAL
ADDITIONAL
18:9-1TEACHERS Genesis 16:1--

We live upon not what we fat, but
what we digest.

FOODS

FAMILIAR
i

Abraham Tested (vv. 1, 2).
does not tempt men to sin
(James 1:13), but he subjects them to
rigid tests to prove them. In the treatment of Abraham we have a supreme
God tested Abraham, not
example.
Lot. Sodom tested Lot. God tests
the man who Is proof agntnst the tests
God had promised Abraof Sodom.
ham an heir through whom blessings
were to come to the world. For many
years his faith was sorely tried In waiting for its fulfillment. At length, his
heart rejoiced In the realization of
that hope. In the lad In the patriarch's tent were wrapped Abraham's
hopes of the future when his seed
should be as the stars for multitude.
His was no ordinary expectation. The
human affections and hopes were, no
doubt. Included ; but a new nation was
to spring from him, and Isaac was the
sole link making the connection. Then,
too, he saw the coming Redeemer, for
"Abraham saw my day and was glnd"
(John 8:50). It Is only as we thus
see all that Isaac meant to his father and God's purpose for the future
of the world, that we really can appreciate the crucial test that came to
Abraham. A test In some sense similar comes to many Christian fathers
and mothers. God is calling for son
and daughters to be offered on the altar of his service. The test Is something terrific, as some who have given
up sons and daughters for the mission
field can testify. It Is only as God Is
known to be almighty (Genesis 17:1)
shall abtlity be given to give them up.
II. Abraham Standing ths Test (w.

N

God

1. On the way (w. 3, 4). Abraham
promptly obeyed. There was neither
God had Ishesitancy nor arguing.
sued the command. At his call Abraham said: "Here am I" (v. 1). He
could not say "No" to God. In
affairs of life we call a man
weak who cannot say "No," who has
no will of his own; but the man who
could not say "No" to God. we count
strong. Early In the moAlng he was
on the way to the place of which God
had told him. All who really believe
In God will yield themselves to him
without question, reserve, or shrinking.
Anything short of this Is not consecration. We should not stop to ask how
or why. It Is enough to know that God
has spoken.
2. "Abide ye here" (v. 3). This testing experience was too sacred for
eyes to gaze upon. How like
this the words of Jesus In Gethsem-ane- :
'Tarry ye here." Human sympathy is sweet, and Is to be prized, but
we need to he alone In times of great
There are times when hutesting.
man sympathy hinders us from doing
our duty. When Abraham said : "We
will come down again to yon," he
speke sincerely, for he believed thnt
God would give him Isaac back from
the dead (Heb. 11:19).
3.
Isaac hearing the wood upon
which he is to be offered (w. 6, 7).
This reminds us of Christ bearing the
cross on the way to Calvary. Isaac must
have been now a young mnn. He did
not resist or cry out, but graciously
submitted, showing that he is making
a willing sacrifice.
4. The angel of the Lord calls (vv.
At the critical moment when
Abraham's hand had lifted the gleaming blade to make real the offering,
God Interfered. God did not want human sacrifice as a burnt offering, but
he wanted Abraham to give up to him
his best, the surrender of his will
to him. God Is always plensed with
"To obey Is
submissive obedience.
better than sacrifice." Many times
we are face to face with the test of
giving up our fondest hopes and purposes, but when we have met the test
as Abraham did, we get back our offer,
ing or greater things Instead.
III. God Will Provide Himself a
Lamb (w. 13, 14).
Just behind Abraham was a ram
caught In a thicket by his horns. Him
Abraham offered Instead of his son.
In the words "God will provide himself
a lamb (v. 8) we have the whole plan
of redemption outlined. God has provided the costly sacrifice of his Son to
satisfy himself.
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MOST appetlzintr dish
is apples and onions

DIFFERENT

dish
some'
tiling quite unusual
mill appetizing by
lie addition of a
OWUXAHY
may become

Mended

well

few

seasonings.

Blanquetteoneof

Chicken.

(nke

cold cooked chicken
or fowl, the yolks of
two eggs, one pint of chicken broth,
Willi milt niiil pepper to taste.
I'eol
four fresh mushrooms mill simmer in
the lirotli until tender. Add the chicken sliced in t It i it slices anil cook until
hot ; add the lien l en yolks mid as soon
is Die sauce is smooth mid creamy

Cowl'

"J

'11

add tlie salt and pepier and a few
drops of lemon Juice.
Serbian Chicken. I'ut a
slice of salt pork Into a saucepan and
fry, add some nil need parsley root, carrot, onion and a clove of garlic. Joint
the fowl and place It in the pan ; add
suit and pepper. Cook in the oven one
hour; then add three peeled tomatoes
with (lie sei'ds removed. Continue to
aild to tlie tm enough water to haste
the fowl frequently, t'ook until, the
fowl In tender and serve with rice and
liiieou or minced hum for flavor. I 'our
tlie gravy over the chicken.
Baked Ham. Soak the ham over
night ; in the morning scruh II. and
trim away any rusty part, wipe dry
and cover Hie ham Willi a thick paste
f
id' liread dough,
Inch thick.
Lay In a dripping pan with a little
sweet cider, basting often and adding
:nore cider us it is needed. When a
skewer will pierce tlie thickest part,
remove tlie crust and outside skin,
sprinkle with lirown sugar and crumhs,
stick with cloves mid brown in (lie
good-size-

one-hal-

oven.

Brown tlie corniiieal lief ore milking
it into inusli, using care that It does
not scorch. It will have u inosi lusty

flavor of parched corn.
Crab Salad. Take four cupfuls of
crab meat, one cupful of
boiled dressing,
cupful of cut
pickles, salt and pepper, two
of chopped green peppers.
Mix all together ami serve on lettuce.
Brown Bread, Take one cupful each
of graham, rye mid corn meal, one cupful of sour milk, two cupfuls of sweet
s
of a cupful of molasmilk,
ses, one egg, one teaspoonful of soda
of suit. Steam
ami a
three hours anil set in (lie oven to dry
off. after taking from tlie pan.

two-third- s

two-third-

Give to your frtcmlH n cordial Weinstead ut a variety of takes
and pastry.
The smile of i he hostess is the
of the

ea at

I

but
most pitlatatile salad
Is
tlie
following:
Take a cupful of
the
cnih
meat.
canned variety, cut
with a sharp knife
into small pieces,
mid an equal amount
of finely diced tnrt
apple, season with
suit nnd a few dashes of paprika, add
n
of mayonnaise and serve.
A little chopped green pepper may lie
added for variety.
Slices of cold ham
Ham With Cider
are heated ill cider which has lieen
thickened with cornstarch. Serve pourA hair glassful of aped over the ham.
ple or currant Jelly with n half cupful of water and a tnhlespoonfui of
Cornstarch makes n good sauce.
two
Cheese and Pepper Fondu.
each of chopped red
tiihlespiHinftils
s
of a cupind green peppers,
ful of corn cake crumbs, tlie same
amount of scolded milk and cheese,
f
teaspiMinfu' each of salt and
paprika, a few grains of mustard and
two
eggs, firease a baking
dish and sprinkle with the flnely
ehopped jm'PImts. Add the scalded milk
to the grated cheese, seasonings,
crumbs, and benten egg yolks; mix
well, then fold In the stiffly beaten
whites. Turn Into the baking dish and
minbnke In a slow oven twenty-livutes.
Chocolate Molasses Cakes. Take
h
of a cupful of molasses,
of a cup of boiling water, on
of shortening,
cupful of
cupful of flour,
of a teaspnonfic)
mm flour,
of soda, the same of fait and clnnn-moone and half squares of melted
chocolate and a half teaspoonful of
vanilla. Bent thoroughly after combining ss usual, nnd hake in small grenscd
muffin pans.
Coconut Biscuit Sift two cupfuls
of barley flour with four teaspoonful
of baking powder, a- half teaspoonful
of salt, two tnblespoonfuls of shortening and one cupful of fresh grated coAdd the coconut milk for
conut
Inch
the liquid and roll out
thick. Brush the top with milk and
minutes.
bake moderately twenty-fivhalf-cupf-

re

one-hal-

welt-beate-

e

one-sixt-

one-thl-

0

one-ha- lf

h

one-thir- d

s

Gold Brocaded Ribbons.
Metal ribbons and ribbon in brilliant colors such as emerald greea.
cerise and royal bine, richly brocade
in gold and In contrasting colors. are
used for girdles on dark eo'ored or
black silk dresses.

Suits Piquant and Plain

Is

versity

Ice
tin
Juice of three
lein"Three"

III

AatilttMrdAiriA

ill

Co""--'

Cream.

oranges,

Take

throe

-

Hie ricod pulp of three
hauiuilis. 1 roe cupfuls of strained
Let
honey, three cupfuls of water.
stand one hour then pour Into a freezer, mid a cupful of cream and freeze.
This amount will serve ten persons.
Peanut Straws. Hull rich pastry
h
of an inch In thickness,
mis

anil

f
with peanut butler,
spread
wet the edges and fold the remaining
half over It. Itoll lightly, prick with
a fork to prevent puffing up. t'ut In
wide and four
i
strips a
inches long. Brush with milk and
bake !u a quick oven. When done
sprinkle with pnprikn.
Spanish Meat Dish. In the bottom
of a baking dish place a layer of thinOver these lay
ly sliced potatoes.
sliced colli roast beef, chicken or any
kind of cooked meat; pour over a cupful or less of guild gravy. A very
onion is then sprinkled
over the gravy. Then cover with two
cupfuls of thick tomato; put into the
oven to hake; after an hour add a
tiihlespoonfnl of cooked green pens
and serve at once. Salt and pepper
should be added to each layer, as the
seasoning Improves as the disli cooks.
StueTed Green Feppers. Cut off the
ti ps of a dozen green pepjiers unit
put these bits with one small onion
through a meat chopper. Add a Ninnd
s
f a cupof sausage'meat,
ful of cracked crumhs, two
of catsup, one egg well
of a teaspoonful
beaten,
of salt and milk to soften. Remove
the seeds, stuff the peppers and set
them In a baking dish with a little
warm water to keep them from sticking. Bake In a moderate oven one
hour or until the meat Is brown and
the peppers soft.
one-hal-

lialf-lncl-

dded

two-third-
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three-fourt-

e

Biblical Thrift
Scriptures give us many lessons
In thrift EzeklH warned the children
of Israel that during the siege of Jerusalem they would have to be thrifty.
He said: "Take thou also unto thee
wheat and barley, and beans, and
I entiles, and millet and fitches, and
put them In one vessel, and make thee
bread thereof." Eteklel It: 9. The
Bible shows that Bseklel ordered the
children of Israel to eat their meat
by weight and erea thus only "from
time te UnW Thrift Magazine.

' The

Besides these silks for dressy separate skirts there are novelties in heavier weaves for sport skirts. The sport
skirt, in fact, lias reached heights of
beauty and style far in advance of anything In its animated and remarkable
history. Possibly the restraint and reserve that murks wartime designing
has operated to the advantage of
sport apparel. But the time is coming when n new class, with a new
name, will be formed for many of the
smart. Informal garments that now
come labeled for sport wear.
A handsome separate skirt, to he
worn with a dark or light blouse, presents Its new style features In the picture. Of course it has panels to make

tvi-,- ,

such a diof dishes
Hint he is Indeed
hard to suit who
cannot tind some in
which
all menus
will plei'se.

IIKKK

one-ha- lf

One sentence from the tips of ths
Son of God In regard to the future
state has forever settled It In my mind,
"Te shall die In your sins; whither I
To the Writing Guys.
Cast thy manuscript upon the edi- go, ye cannot come." If a man has not
tors and after many day It will return given up his drunkenness, his profanhis coretonsness,
again In such a condition that It will ity, his licentiousness,
heaven would be ben to him. Heaven
have to be recopled.
Is a prepared place for a prepared peoThe man who used to burn the mid- ple. What would a man do In heaven
to be In the society
night oil making bis money now has a who cannot bear
son who consumes the midnight gaso- at the pore and holy down beret
Moody.
line spending it. Indianapolis Star.
4T1,-00-

one.

comp.iny of other
fashionable clothes the panel is
among those present In any assemblage of new apparel. There ure
three of them, one at the front uo-- l
ulioft.ii. at ,ltlir side nil fin
ished with fringe. The shaped girdle,
with pointed end. Is' of the siitln nit
the skirt Is noticeably longer times
skirts have been for several season.
This particular skirt Is in one of III
rich shades of terra cot to which color-Icalled by several new names tlita
season as "niahogiiny," "rust" and
The last descries It best
But in any of the fashionable colors, it
only needs a blouse of georgette lw
match it to place a htindsoir- - cos:iniie
ot the command of its owner. With
lighter blouses one bus the advantage
of variety and It remains a separata
skirt.
It eligible to the

FAVORITE DISHES.

I'M'Sr.M.

N

The dressier separate skirts are
made of supple weaves In silk ; their
wearers shuring favors among satins,
silk poplin and tricolet. Satin, It almost goes without saying, Is first In Importance It Is used for about all the
outer garments of women, from lints
to slippers. Tricolet Is a novel fabric
by comparison, hut is approved by the
most smartly dressed women, nnd
poplins are tried and familiar to every

In all the world there is no vice,
l.ess prone to ex ess than avarice;
II neither cares for food nor clothing.
Nature's content with little, that with
nothing.

DISHES.

SEASONABLE

e.

one-lui- lf

one-hal- f

lcome,

cooked together and
served as a
Take three
pints of chopped apple and two pints of
onion ; If tills 1s too
large an amount for
the family use cups
instead of pint s.
t'ook the onion in a little hot liucon
or salt pork fut until nearly soft, then
mid the apple, a little salt and cayenne
and a tahlespooiiful or two of corn
sirup, t'ook until (he apples are brown.
Sardine Salad. Remove the skin
from eight boneless sardines and break
them In pieces. Pare and core a firm
tart npple, cut in very thin slices and
mash with n fork. Mix the tish anil
the apple together, lidding a little of
the sardine oil from the box to make
tlie mixture of he right consistency
to mold. Shape like sardines and serve
two on a nest of lettuce hearts. Serve
this sulitd willi either French or mayonnaise dressing.
Apple and Raisin Sandwich. ('hop
one large apple with a third of a cupful of raisins ; mix well, add a
of lemon juice and spread
on buttered graham bread; cover with
another slice of buttered bread.
The rich spiced sirup left from pickled peaches may be used again anotl'er
year to save sugar. This same sirup
gives a delicious flavor to meat when
used to haste it.
Tango Salad. Pure, halve and core
tluee ripe, Juicy pears. Squeeze lemon
Juice over them to keep them from discoloring. 1'liice a hull of cream cheese
or a cube of lloquefort in the cavity of
Set these on the heart
each pear.
leaves and pour over a French dressing
seusoned with chopped red and green
pepper, a dasli of mustard with the
olive oil and vinegar, salt and cayenne
pepper.
Apple Cake. Line a deep pie plate
with pastry. Then mix together
cupful each of raisins, nuts and
of a cupful of honey and a
teaspoonful of cinnamon ; sprinkle
these over the crust and cover with
three thinly sliced tart upples; sprinkle
with two talilespoonfuls of sugar; pour
over a cupful of milk beaten with one
egg. Hake slowly until tlx- custard is
set, then reduce tlie heat anil bake until tlie apples are cooked.
A tart, grated apple, one cupful of
sugar and an egg white beaten until
stiff and it will stand up, makes a fine
flavored tilling for a layer cake. The
cake with such a filling will not dry
quickly.
vegt-talil-

I

hu-m-

g,

DISHES WE LIKE.

WAYS.

I.

Intelllgtnt Main Dog,
A Gardiner (Me.) dog was caught on
the trestle over the new Maine Central viaduct and could not reach the
train.
end ahead of the
Being afraid to Jump off because of
the' distance to the ground, the dog
dropped hi body over on of the sleepers, letting his head-an- d
leg hang between the sleepers. The engine and
six car passed along and then doggie
He who has, no tasta for order will
Except along the Oasplsa sea coast,
perked op cm ear. found the coast
In his Judgment and
was dear ana calmly finished his Jsa
agricultural la Persia la dependent ea be often wrote
seldom considerate or contentions In
7
Irrlgatloa.
Ma actions
lawater.
fast-comi-

lllillllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
To be the guiding star, the ruling
taste who always drink:
They n '
spirit in a true home is higher honor
They alvaya talk who never think.
Prior.
than to rule an empire.

FOR

Union Services In a Temple.
Recently a most Interesting experiment was tried In Ichang, China. The
Swedish, Scottish and American Episcopal missions combined for a series
of special services. They succeeded
In securing a large heathen temple In
the city the Temple of the God of
Fire and Invited the Rev. Robert K.
ahall
Abominable
crown
The
put by Its
Wood, of St Michael's church.
Because ot thee. Because of thee all
to conduct the mission. The
speech
fire god Is supposed to be especially
Goea bankrupt, and Imagination galna
No curse that does not blesa thy black fond of the theater, and be ts best
renown
by giving him a play now
Thou, who dost hold all Infamy In propitiated
and then. That Is why his temple ts
reach!
Thou, with the blood of devils m thy provided with a stage. The names of
veins!
873 Inquirers were taken.

London's population Include
persons who reside In flats.

KITCHEN
CABINET

Lesson

ABRAHAM

The Dressier Separate Skirtsr

THE

n

No Lack of Reminder.
Every married man learns from his
wife every day or two that all other
married men take their wives out to
places and do not let them sit around
the house all the time like a bump oa
a log. Cincinnati Enquirer.

Not a Commendation.
"That suit of clothes fits you tike
the paper on the watt." "Sorry. My
wife says I always manage to select
the ugliest wall paper In the
-

cloth; it
dnvctyn. wool velours w
broadcloth, ill deep gray with collar
and emplacements in Hie emit of Hudson seal. The coat has a diagonal
front, fastening with a very large flat
button in gray to the left front. W
is extended Into points at the front
and back. The high muffler collar ts
convertible the cuffs very deep, tat
gauntlet style, and finished
small
tuitions. In ninny
suits there are combinations of tw
mnterials. nnd this model carries t
out by uniting cloth and fur.
T
A very simple nnd practical snil
velours appears at the right, the coat
having a skirt portion plaited on
the body. Very narrow tucks acmw
the collar and rather large bone buttons set on to pieces let into the body
furnish it with individual touches.

There are suits and suits, most of
them plain, some of them piquant hut
none of them fussy. With tlie supply
of fabrics growing precious no
ventures to use more than the
regulation allotment of cloth, therefore
skirts are narrow and straight and
coats cut to conform to this shortage
of material. Bnt tlie Ingenuity of
designers, put to the test, has triumphed and given tis a variety of new
models in coat suits nnd frocks that
do them great credit.
Skirts are a little loneer than they
have been, since they must be two
Inches below the shoe tops and shoe
tops are not as high as they were.
Longer skirts were proclaimed early
in the season, but women with a busy
winter ahead of them have not been
inclined to give up short skirts for
street wear. Those In the suits pictured are only two inches below the
shoe tops ; that is, they ure as short as
the unwritten law allows.
The suit at the left of the picture

is in
might

The New Sweaters.
Many of the new sweaters of the
sleeveless sort show open slashes all
the way from the shoulder to the
That Is, the armhole exwaistline.
tends In a straight line to the waist,
vhere the fullness of the sweater Is
held In place by a leather belt The
sweater Is knitted very simply. There
Is a ribbed section knit three, purl
three. In the lingo of the knitter
that extends for a foot, then a plain
falrtr
section for the front with

deep V for the neck, a back sectloei
that tits well up at the neck sue again
a knit three, purl three section of
foot for the lower part of the hark.
The sweater Is sewed together only at"
the ribbed section, which when tbw
sweater Is on extends over the hips
and waist. The remainder is left opem
for the .'long artntmles and a leather
belt holds it la place and gives It a
Jaunty air. Needless to say. It woaM
be more becoming no a youthful. sJew
der figure than on a figure aflUcieel
with too solid flnh.

a

smooth-surface-

d

be

cloth-covere- d

Tax Commissioner Joseph E. Saint,
who has sustained an attack of the
grippe is improving.

CAPITAL CITY KE17S in BiiiEF
General aad Pervooal

NEW MEXICO

Assistant State Superintendent of
Public Instruction John V. Conway,
visited Espanola,
Santa Cruz and
Chamita on school business Thursday.

District Attorney Summers
is here attending federal

RED CROSS

Charles I. Ballard of Roswcll was
this
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, John V. Conamong Capital
City visitors
court
week.
way and A. D. Anderson of the Department of Education will leave for
Charles Springer chairman of the
Mrs. Frank Staplin. who has been Dawson this week to complete arMate oumcil of defense has returned ill for over a week with influenza is rangements
for evening
classes
from Citnirron.
recovering.
among the miners.
U. S

Burkha't

Mr and Mrs. J. B. I.amy have returned to Santa Fe from an extended
visit in southern California.
Over l.vl rases of influenza are reported in this city. Four deaths sm
far h.ive occurred from the epidemic.
B. F. P.inkey t lie next lieutenant
governor addressed the citizens of
Otto on (he liberty loan one day
this wetc

Splendid Work
The Wagon Mound Red Cross Society have done splendid work. Recently 200) refugee garments were
shipped to headquarters for the relief of the Belgians. Their knit consignment consisted of 180 sweaters
and 240 pairs of socks.
Dresses for the refugee children
are now being made out of good
serge. The first dresses made and
to come in were from Watrous and
they were nicely made, the ladies of
Watrous deserve much credit for the
promptness 'of the work and the
workmanship on the same.
Several donations have been re
ceived but special mention is made
of the donation made by Mr. Ossa
Thompson a dry farmer in the
neighborhood of Ocate, Mr. Thompson is a watchmaker by trade and
during his leisure hours fixed sev
eral watches making a fee of $5.50
which amount he contributed to the
Red Cross.
'

RED CROSS ROOMS
New Maaatna B.UcUa
Sewing room open every afternoon, 2 to 5.
Gauze room open every morn-in- s
(except Saturday), 10 to

Jack Collins; the curio dealer,
Lieutenant Eugene- - Fiske. of this
joined the "Flu" sick list week. He city, now an army doctor stationed
is at St. Vincent's Sajiitarium.
at Camp Meade, near Washington.
D. ('., arrived here the first of this
Mrs. Alcenc Baehrens who is on week to attend the funeral of his
the "Flu" sick list at the sanatorium wife's mother, Mrs. C. O. Harrison.
is reported much better
Asst.
General Milton J.
Dr. J. A. Massie addressed! the ricimick Attorney
has, lett tor Utticers J rain
100 delegates of the State Federation
ing Camp, at Camp Pike, Ark. It
of Labor at Albuquerque, Sunday.
is probable hat no one will be named
to fill the vacancy in the Attorney
Little Marv Sadie Norment has iicneral s oltice in view of the short
been on the sick list this week
ness of the remainder of the term.
feriiig from an attack of tonsilitis.

12.

Every afternoon (except Sunday), 2 to S; Thursday evening!, 7 :30 to 9.30.

Unique Gift From True American
A beautiful
sarapc, or blanket to
be used in the Soldiers' hospital or
camp was received from the Chacon
branch by the Wagon Mound chapter recently, to be sent to the Division headquarters, at Denver.
How this useful article was mad
is a long aim roucning
story, nut
riefly, the wool was gathered little
NEW MEXICO
by little by the loyal, hard working
people dwelling in a small communi- ty far up in a rocky mountain val- NEWS REVIEW ley in Mora county centering around
the little postoffire of Chacon and
Holtnan. The majority are
who still cling to old
traditions and old Spanish methods
(Continued from page five )
of doing work, ft was this method
silver bearing ore. Hillsboro
that was employed to. wash and dye
the wool, spin and weave it into the
beautiful blanket.
The commissioners last week made
This terrible war has touched these
an appropriation of $1,000.00 to im- remote New Mexico homes, just as
road. it has the homes in other sections
prove the Hillsboro-Kinp-sto- n
with the understanding that a like of the state, and as their dear ones
sum lie put up by the Kingston peo go forth to fight for liberty, the
hearts of the women and children
pie. Hillsboro Advocate.
left behind grow more tender, and
are eager to help the great cause in
SOCORRO
some way.

PROGRESS OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO

SOCIETY, CLODS, LOOSES, (HilCIiES
Here and There Orer the State
iWMMMMI
PLATONIC
chum!" I took her
"Well, good-byhand, for the time had come to go,
My going meant our parting, when
to meet, we did not know,
I ihad lingered long, and said fare
well with a very heavy heart;
For although we were but friends,
tis hard for honest friends to part,
old fellow! don't forget
your friends beyond the sea.
And some day, when you've lots of
time, drop a line or two to me."
The words came lightly, gayly, but
a great sob, just behind,
Welled upward with a story of quite
a different kind.
"Good-by-

MMIIMM
'

Busy Killing Off Roundhead
The following
interesting and
amusing letter was received recently by J, W. Beck, manager of the
Roy Garage, Union county from his
"Kid" brother, who is gallantly helping to exterminate the Huns some
where in France.
He also sent a
belt and other articles taken fro--'
his first Hun as souveniers.
Trie
belt buckle bears the familiar blasphemy "Gott mit uns". Mr. Beck
can justly feel proud of that "Kid"

brother.
His letter in part, reads "Glad
you got the belt, it is almost impossible to duplicate the belt
We are sure busy now every man
in the regiment is working 12 to

15 hours a day. We have a reputation to live up to and are trying
our D dst, to dissolve that partner
(Continued from page one.)
week
York and other
ship between Gott and the Kaiser.
4.
where
he spent scve-- '
Has vour school thl room am!
eastern r,oii:t
I hope the war will be over by this
ral week; m business.
Chairman Geo. jje l. Grain, of the
equipment necessary for this work?
time next year but there are so dam
If not. can the school provide it?
republican state central committee,
many roundheads I dont know if we
E Dai i Johnson, editor cf the wis in the city a couple of davs
S. Then write to the office of the
can kill them all off by then.
New M. .ic.ui, i.-- ill with the "Flu" iiu? the week.
State Superintendent for a blank form
Well Joe, a man never knows what
at St Vincent's sanitarium.
Even
for application for approval,
a damfool he is till he has been
the e.fi't.iri Ai c not an exception.
(,. Fill out the form and return
JiuIrc aiul Mrs. A J A!)bott oi
WILLIAM B. TERRFTT. in the army a while. Tis a better
CaiHn de los Friioles. stient the
to the superintendent's office.
school than any university in the
M- -.
Mr-- .
7
Warren Graham, of irre.il cr part of the week in this city,
Employ a teacher who will be Woman And War
world."
funeral
the
attended
rcturtiiinr. home today.
Alhuquerii!
approved for the kind of work you
Bugler, Roy W. Beck, 1.1th Ry.
What is a woman's attitude towor V.r. C Ci. Harrison Wedncsdavj
do.
to
expect
engineers, in r ranee.
'11
Mfs
was Mr. Graham's
f. Read carefully all of the re- ard, war? is an insistent query in aHon. Manuel Martinez, of Union
when men are fighting for liberday
se
'Utrr,
in
made
candidate
for
state
the
quirements
county, republican
plans. ty and humanity, and when women Mortimer Says
'
cretary of state, was in the citv
Let us always be on our guard
. . a" demanding an'equal share in the
M "v
.u
1,,
tatc Antonio Luccro. Thursday to attend the F.rvien fune- .Trret irv
administration
of
the government. against prejudice. Some people have
lu
.1.
F.
.,.
E
YVe
n,.,;
V
tZ
t
and ral
:'. of Las
w "' k 'u ioe Idn nidi
me T
,;
'
,i
a way (unconciotisly) of turning the
I Clayton.
Tunn Durar,
war las falren nunv urorlrari (mm .'
wen' I. Ik rty
in Olive
Schreiner's cold shoulder to some friends for
trer
io.ltl
the mines, there is a great need for lv answered
at I.a Vegas this
State Treasurer H. I. Hall came
and War" (Stokes). Before what reason they cannot tell simply
down from Chama on Wednesday
skilled men in mining occupations. "Woman
the outbreak of tho present conflict because the cause is never very clearnn his regular monthly visit to he
To meet this need,
e
and
were ly defined and therein lies the misof equal suffrage
I Hunt,
of Mis. is sippi. treasurer's office.
He will return
evening classes have been establish opponents
"Give women the ballot chief. A word misinterpreted, some
at the First National Saturday.
ed in five large mining camps. In won't to cry:
empl),-to which they ought never
nh infliicna. Ins
Kuik.
ry ill
the majority of these camps the work and they will vote us into wars which scandal
the men must go oit and fight." to have listened or at least should
r. la rive.
h u
been wired of his
Miss Eva WiVntpe is back at work
is administered
the office Since
through
the war began this crv has have inquired into may have caused
nditi"
this week in the office of the super- of the county superintendent,
the
Ray Morley, the Datil stockman Miis Harris Champion Knitter
salaries of the instructors being paid shifted to:will Give women the ballot a false impression which led to the
intenilent of public instruction.
Shi
and
refuse to let us fight, prejudice,
and
behold
the reMiss Anne W. Harris of Albuquer- from the
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And then she raised her eyes to mine
great liquid eyes of blue,
Filled to the brim, and running o'er
like violet 'cups of dew;
One long, long glance, and then I
did, what I never did before
Perhaps the tears meant friendship.
but I'm sure the kiss meant more..
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